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Abstract

Measurement in Acoustic Phonetics: Current practices and future directions

by

Emily Jane Grabowski

Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Keith Johnson, Chair

Acoustic analysis is a key component of scientific investigation in phonetics, and offers a
flexible approach with significant freedom for researchers to decide what and how to measure. In
some cases, methodological variation affects results to the point of qualitatively different
conclusions (as in Roettger et al. 2019 and Coretta et al. 2023), which highlights a need for
further study of the quality and consistency of acoustic analysis. Current approaches are typically
focused on specific phonetic phenomena, and the field lacks a holistic understanding of the usage
and development of phonetic methodology in the field.

This dissertation will focus on understanding and evaluating methods of acoustic
measurement in phonetics. The first goal is to understand the current state of the field, the second
is to quantify the relative performance of acoustic measurements, and the third is to outline key
considerations for future development of acoustic measurements and point to promising future
directions.

Chapter 1 describes a broad overview of the types of measurement that are possible in
acoustic phonetics. This chapter is organized based on how the measurement is derived from
speech and outlines key factors influencing the formulation, usage, and adoption of these
methods. In particular, this chapter highlights the incredible variation possible when it comes to
choosing acoustic measures. Chapter 2 investigates the practical usage of acoustic measurement
strategies via a quantitative methodological study. This chapter illustrates a decrease in studies
regarding consonants and an increase in those pertaining to vowels, and other results indicate a
general lack of confidence in acoustic measurement of consonants. In addition, a relatively small
number of acoustic measurement strategies make up most of the total strategies in the study,
despite the wide range available.

Taken together, these chapters highlight a fundamental challenge in phonetic
methodology - a pattern where a small subset of methods dominate the field despite a wide
variety of options for acoustic measurement. This aligns with general intuitions in the field of
best practices that are robust but cover a small set of phonetic phenomena of interest, and
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supports the conclusion that further development of acoustic measurement is of benefit to the
field.

The second section of the dissertation quantifies the performance of acoustic features in
phonetics via two experiments. Chapter 3 evaluates how much incorporating context improves
acoustic representation. The results of this experiment are two-fold: firstly context does seem
necessary for capturing at least some phonetic categories, and secondly due to long-range context
effects, selecting a model should be done with care and attention. Chapter 4 broadens this
methodology to create a general benchmark for quantifying the performance of acoustic features.
This benchmark and experimental design provides a framework for quantitatively evaluating the
performance of acoustic representations, and is positioned to streamline acoustic parameter
selection methods.

Chapter 5 concludes this dissertation by presenting an informed discussion of the future
of acoustic features in phonetics. I begin by conceptualizing the key properties of a good
phonetic feature: performance, interpretability, and accessibility, and discuss operationalization
of these properties for evaluating features in the field. Finally, I use this conceptualization to
identify one candidate for phonetic feature representation, a neural network with potential to
have high performance, interpretability, and accessibility, as an example of one potential avenue
of implementing the findings described in the previous sections to tangibly improve acoustic
representations in phonetics.

In summary, this dissertation presents an argument for continued development of acoustic
measurement in the field and provides a broad, concrete framework to assist in future
development, testing, and selection of acoustic representations in phonetics.
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Chapter 1: Methods of feature extraction in
acoustic phonetics

1.1 Introduction: transforming speech into numbers
Phonetics is the study of speech, but in analysis it is more common to engage with a
transformation of the original signal. These provide a visual, interpretable representation that
aids in description and analysis. While common, acoustic representations are mathematically
complex operations that carry their own assumptions, benefits, and limitations. For example, if a
researcher records a sound and wishes to examine it in a general way, there are three main types
of basic transformations that may be used:

The visual representation of recorded speech is the waveform (Figure 1.1, top) which
shows the variation in sound pressure levels over time. This visualization is used to anchor where
speech occurs in a signal, and for auditory coding. However, in order to identify subtle
differences in properties of the sound, the waveform must be further transformed into the
spectrogram and spectrum.

The spectrogram is a two-dimensional spectrotemporal series based on a transformation
of the waveform. The x-axis refers to time, the y-axis to frequency, and the value in each cell
corresponds to energy at that particular point. The spectrogram visually summarizes acoustic
patterns in both the time and frequency domains, and is commonly used by analysts in
exploratory and descriptive research.
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Finally, the spectrum shows energy across frequencies for a slice of time- e.g. a slice of a
spectrogram. The width of the slice of time can be manipulated to generate representations that
focus on different parts of the acoustic signal. Figure 2 gives an example of two spectra taken
from the same spectrum, where the top uses a narrower window, and the bottom uses a wider
window. Most acoustic correlates are calculated based on some form of spectrum transformation,
since it provides a snapshot of the distribution of energy across the frequency domain.
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These representations involve time series data, which poses a unique set of challenges for data
analysis: they are high dimensional and each point is dependent on those around them. These
properties pose an issue for many statistical methods and often include a level of detail that
obscures the patterns of interest. For these reasons, a popular approach is to derive a small
number of features that represent the specific acoustic properties of interest in the signal. These
values are typically derived from the spectrum in some way at a single or small number of time
points. There are four major categories of these derived representations:

1. Qualitative analysis: Description of patterns in the data based on visual or
auditory impressions (e.g. describing the spectrogram, coding categories)

2. Frequency measures: Measurement of the frequency of key features in the
spectrum (e.g. formant)

3. Amplitude measures:Measures based on the amplitude of certain parts of the
spectrum (e.g. spectral noise measurements)

4. Shape measures: Numerical description of the overall properties of the spectrum
(e.g. spectral moments - center of gravity)

Figure 1.3 gives examples of how these measures relate to the spectrum. A qualitative analysis
would describe the spectrum, often in comparison with those of other sounds of interest.
Amplitude measures might report the amplitude (y-axis value) of a significant event, while a
frequency measure might report the frequency (x-axis value) of a similar event. Shape measures
will calculate values comprehensive to the signal, such as the slope of the frequency. Typically, a
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given analysis will usually report multiple acoustic parameters that belong to one or more of
these analysis categories1.

The remainder of this chapter will outline the foundation of acoustic features in phonetics
and explore how these approaches set the stage for modern phonetic analysis. There are several

existing reviews that discuss measures in each major category of acoustic contrast (e.g.
Harrington 2010; Johnson 2011). Rather than attempting to be an exhaustive review or tutorial,
this chapter highlights the common usage, methodology, and validity of major numerical
approaches to phonetic features.

1.2 Qualitative analysis
Qualitative analysis is an approach in phonetics where an analyst examines aspects of the visual
representation, often using transformed speech to emphasize patterns in the data. While the focus
is largely on quantitative measurement in the field, qualitative analysis still plays a, perhaps
surprisingly, large role in acoustic analysis. Two primary strategies for qualitative analysis are
visual interpretation of the data and auditory coding.

1 So far, this work has abstracted away from the role of dynamic temporal changes in acoustic representations.
Speech is known to be a dynamic process, and so representations that capture temporal variation might be essential
to capturing phonetic contrasts. I will explore current practices in timing acoustic measurements in Chapter 2, and
whether contextual information is necessary in Chapter 3.
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1.2.1 Visual interpretation
Before computerized analysis, the spectrograph (Koenig et al. 1946) was used to generate
physical spectrograms and the resulting image studied in order to better understand differences
between different types of speech (such as in Fischer-Jorgensen 1954). Interpretation of a
spectrogram includes inspecting the data and recognizing patterns such as the relative height of
formants, the presence of frication, and other impressions of the acoustic content of the sound.
These interpretations sometimes give rise to quantitative features derived from the spectrogram
(as in Stevens 2000).

Perceptual and articulatory studies have found support for the impression that
spectrograms are a useful representation of speech. It is possible for human raters to classify
sounds with some accuracy from the spectrogram alone (Zue 1982). Articulatory and
spectrographic data were combined to associate changes in articulation to changes in the
spectrogram (Delattre and Freeman 1968).

However, interpretation of the spectrogram is not a replacement for speech perception.
Reading spectrograms requires training and experience, and even then some phonetic detail is
lost, more so for some contrasts than others. For example, it is easier to discriminate within the
categories of stops and affricates than between the two categories (Lamel 1988). In order to have
sufficient levels of phone recognition, it is also necessary to have context around the spectrogram
of the target phone (Ingemann and Mermelstein 1975). Subsequently, the field trended towards
statistical methods and quantification.

One early quantitative approach to spectrogram data worked under the assumption that
there was an abstract spectral template for each speech sound category- an idea that was present
in speech recognition (Cole et al. 1990; Goldberg and Reddy 1977), perception (Matsumoto and
Wakita 1996; Hillenbrand and Houde 2003), and in other fields such as music (Yoshii et al.
2005). A similar line of research uses Match Filters in order to identify spectral features relevant
to vowels and consonants (Kashani et al. 2017). These models used machine learning to learn the
patterns of differences between phonetic categories. However, it has been found that these do not
work as well for more acoustically similar categories (Itakura 1975), and the field moved to
focus on highly targeted acoustic features rather than general spectral templates.

1.2.2 Qualitative coding
Another type of qualitative analysis that is pervasive in the field involves classifying data based
on the perception of one or more analysts. This is often based on some combination of the
waveform, spectrogram, and auditory perception. Once the target sections are coded they can be
quantified either by reporting the relative rate of each category in the data (e.g. Leemann et al.
2018), in the case of categorical properties, or by reporting the duration, such as duration of
creaky voice in Davidson (2021).

However, perception of non-native contrasts is more difficult and, perhaps more
concerning for phonetic research, non-native categories can be assimilated to those in the
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analyst’s native language (e.g. Best and Strange 1992). One approach to mitigate bias in the
coding process is to identify criteria for coding based on acoustic landmarks in the spectrogram
such as onset/offset of voicing, frication, or formants (e.g. Morris and Hejná 2020). This uses a
combination of structured qualitative and quantitative criteria in order to mitigate interrater
variation in qualitative coding.

An alternative to reporting criteria for qualitative coding is to use machine learning to
reduce human influence. Forced aligners such as the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe 2017)
can supplement qualitative coding in certain categorical cases, for example in automatically
determining fricative identity (Rao and Shaw 2021), and targeted models have been developed in
order to support the study of sociophonetic variation, for example automatically coding
r-vocalization (Villarreal et al. 2020).

Qualitative analysis still has a large influence in acoustic description, and is often used in
particular in cases where quantitative methods have not yet been adequately developed to
describe a contrast. In a recent example (Davidson 2021), the author identifies 7 different
realizations of glottalization in the target context, and interprets a spectrogram of each one,
where key differences are described. These are accompanied by sub-categorical labels that
describe acoustic features of the category. In addition, the relative duration of each of these
segments is reported. This results in robust qualitative understanding of the meaningful
variations in a case where the quantitative measures associated with these properties are not
well-understood. However, the next step past this level of description is not clear in terms of
operationalizing description into experimental or statistical analysis, which poses issues for
extending these lines of research in subsequent work. A more general concern, as noted in
Thomas (2011) in sociophonetics, is that auditory coding is frequently used in assessing
consonantal variation, while vowels are usually measured quantitatively. This is an undesirable
state, since it may bias research towards more easily measured phenomena and encourage
underrepresentation of other categories. General trends highlight a need for more generally
robust acoustic measures, so that quantitative approaches can be applied across different phonetic
sounds.

1.3 Frequency measures
One of the most common types of acoustic parameters involves identifying key features of the
spectral representation, often related to the frequency location of areas of high energy in the
spectrum. The primary methods in this category are formants and fundamental frequency. The
acoustic theory of speech production argues that speech is made up of two main components, the
source and the filter (e.g. Fant 1970). Thus, one approach to acoustic analysis is to identify
frequencies in the spectrum that relate to properties of either component, and long before modern
methods of acoustic measurement, the frequencies associated with vowel formants and vocal
fold tone were a topic of much research (reviewed in Metfessel 1929). This means that frequency
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measures have the most extensive historical foundations of any of the different types of acoustic
parameters.

1.3.1 Formants
Formants are resonant frequencies that are characteristic of a specific vocal tract configuration,
and were a major topic of discussion in models of speech (as in Dunn 1950). After the
introduction of the spectrograph, the resonant frequencies of formants were some of the most
salient features in the spectrogram, and could be measured on printed spectrograms using lines
associated with reference frequencies (e.g. Peterson and Barney 1952).

These days, formants can be extracted algorithmically, the most common being Linear
Predictive Coding (LPC) implemented in Praat (Boersma 2011). This method uses a transform
that estimates the filter function of the local tract, the coefficients of which can be interpreted as
frequencies. The LPC algorithm is by far the most commonly used one for formant extraction,
but there are documented issues with accuracy and improving formant measurement remains a
major area of research (e.g. Harrison 2013). Alternative algorithms for formant extraction have
also been proposed including Fastrack (Barreda 2021) and wavelet based analysis (Orellana and
Ugarte 2021).

In addition, significant research has focused on understanding the relationship between
these frequencies and the original speech. The perceptual relevance of formants was tested by
synthesizing vowels from formant (and sometimes other) parameters, and testing how well the
resulting signal was perceived. One study of particular interest compared formant-only vs
whole-spectrum information vowels and found that formants-only gave almost equally good
results as the whole spectrum (Hillenbrand et al. 2006). The same study found that the approach
was less effective for consonants, citing that this is likely due to the more time-sensitive nature of
consonants and therefore a less stable spectral indicator in frequency peaks.

Articulatory work has largely focused on investigating a small subset of relationships
between the acoustic correlates and articulation. Formants have been related to vowel
articulation via electromyography (Maeda and Honda 2004), ultrasound (Lee et al. 2015), and
electromagnetic articulation (Blackwood Ximenes 2017), which indicate a relationship between
formants and tongue position.

However, formants alone have not been sufficient for distinguishing between all vowel
contrasts- for example formants alone are not sufficient for discriminating between +/- ATR
vowels (Fulop et al. 1998). In addition, formants are known to vary across speakers, so
significant work has focused on strategies for speaker normalization (reviewed in Johnson and
Sjerps 2021).

While the first and second formants are by far most commonly used in vowel quality
description, there are also some derived measures that give a more overall understanding of the
spectrum shape. This can consist of a simple difference such as F2-F1 (e.g. Sharifzadeh et al.
2012), or a more complex calculation such as the formant centralization ratio (Vizza et al. 2017),
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which is particularly common in voice research. Primarily, formant values for vowels are
measured in terms of static properties, which are known to have some amount of variation (Kent
and Vorperian 2018).

While formants are primarily associated with vowel analysis, they have also been
measured in other types of sounds, particularly sonorants such as glides (Maddieson 2008;
Ainswore and Paliwal 1984), approximants (Best and Strange 1992), liquids (Narayanan et al.
1999; Scobbie et al. 2013; Kochetov et al. 2018; Crosby and Dalola 2021) and nasals (Nakata
1959; Recasens 1983). In nasals, there are additional resonances that interact with the formants
(Fujimura 1962) and further variation in the acoustic cues (Stevens 2000) which make both the
measurement and interpretation of formants less straightforward for these sounds.

The idea of formant frequencies have also been briefly explored for fricatives (Jassem
1965, Soli 1981). However, transitions between consonant and vowel are more commonly used
for consonant sounds to identify place of articulation (e.g. Malecot 1956; Halle et al. 1957;
Cassidy and Harrington 1995; Tabain et al. 2020). This speaks to the relatively robust and
nuanced understanding that exists of the relationship between formants and articulation in that
they can be used to determine the place of articulation of their neighbors, and positions formants
as a way to measure sounds that lack robust quantitative measures of their own.

1.3.2 Spectral peak
Formants are based on the idea of resonant frequencies in the vocal tract. However sounds like
fricatives are made with turbulent airflow, meaning that resonances do not hold the same
phonetic meaning as they do in vowels and sonorants. In place of formants, in early phonetic
literature, another measurement, the frequency of spectral peak, was described as a
‘formant-like’ analogue for fricative consonants (Strevens 1960, Gordon et al. 2002). This value
can be straightforwardly determined from the spectrum by identifying the frequency at which
there is peak energy in the spectrum, but can be influenced by many non-target factors, resulting
in a noisy signal. Jongman et al. (2000), in a study of fricatives, find that as the place of
articulation goes further back in the oral cavity, the location of the peak frequency also
decreases. Similar measurements in this same vein have also been used, for example spectral
roll-off, or the frequency value of the spectrum under which some percent of the total energy is
located (used in Frid and Lavener 2010), or a modified spectral peak measurement (presented in
Shadle et al. 2023). Many of these derived methods are determined based on first a qualitative
understanding of the spectral differences between the segments of interest, then operationalizing
these differences through quantitative measurement, another example of the influence of
qualitative analysis on the conceptualization of quantitative features in phonetics.
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1.3.3 Fundamental frequency
Fundamental frequency (f0) is an acoustic correlate of pitch of a sound. F0 is typically calculated
using autocorrelation (Boersma 1993) to detect periodicity in the source. Analogously in f0
measurement, alternatives to the common autocorrelation method of f0 analysis have been
proposed (Chu and Alwan 2012; Hirst 2007). In general, both f0 and formants can be quickly
and automatically measured with a reasonable degree of accuracy using any one of a number of
tracking algorithms, which makes it possible to make measurements much more easily for a
larger amount of data than previous decades.

F0 is most widely used for suprasegmental contrasts, particularly tone and stress.
However, f0 has also been used as a secondary correlate of other contrasts where pitch may be
expected to interact with other contrasts such as voice quality (Gerfen and Baker 2005) and
voicing (Maddieson 1984). In voicing, the f0 of the neighboring vowel is used to predict the
voicing of the consonant. The use of both formants and f0 to measure contrasts in neighboring
segments is also an indication of the relative confidence and ease of which it is possible to
measure these values when compared to consonant-internal measures.

In contrast to the previous measures, which are related to properties of the filter,
fundamental frequency (f0) is related to the rate of vibration of the source (i.e. vocal cords).
Pitch has been related to vibration of the vocal folds through electroglottography, a technique
that measures the movement of electric current across the tissues of the vocal cords (Bough et al.
1996). This measure is fairly transparent, well-understood, and easy to measure. However, it is
limited to a very narrow part of the total acoustic information, and like formants, its utility as a
direct measure is limited to a small set of phonetic sounds.

1.4 Amplitude measures
The previous section focused on the frequency values of significant landmarks in the spectrum.
The other major approach to acoustic features is to describe the amplitude of the spectrum, which
can correspond to landmarks, regions, or the spectrum in its entirety.

1.4.1 Harmonic-based methods
Harmonic measures first detect the location of harmonics in the signal, then calculate the
amplitude differences between certain harmonics. The most well-known of these measures is
H1-H2, the difference in amplitude between the first and second harmonics. H1-H2 is part of a
larger class of harmonic measures, which measures the difference in amplitude between any two
harmonics in the spectrum, for example harmonics near formants and nasal formants. The
development of these measures was largely driven by questions around the acoustic correlates of
phonation. With non-modal phonation such as creaky or breathy voice, there is often a clear
perceptual difference in the quality of the sound independent of vowel quality, and there have
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been several attempts to derive features that relate to this qualitative difference. An early study
found that the amplitude of the first harmonic was identified as a potential correlate of
breathiness in Gujarati (Fischer-Jorgensen 1967). A related class of measures quantifies the
relative amplitude of all harmonic components vs. other components. The most common of these
is the Harmonic-to-Noise ratio, which is the ratio between amplitudes of harmonics and noise in
the signal.

Harmonic measures can be manually measured from a spectrum by identifying the
location of the two points of interest and measuring the difference in amplitude between them.
However, with the development of VoiceSauce (Shue et al. 2011), a software to measure these
metrics, automation is now possible. VoiceSauce does this by finding the fundamental frequency,
estimating the location of the harmonics based on that value, and then doing a local search of the
spectrum around those points in order to find the precise locations of peaks. A key contribution
of VoiceSauce is correction for formant values which previously would have a strong effect on
the measurements and made it labor-intensive to compare across vowel qualities. Noise measures
are calculated by comparing the amplitude of the harmonics to the noise floor in the signal within
a specific frequency band (Boersma 1993).

Given the number of harmonics in a spectrum, there are many different combinations and
permutations of these two general parameters. This has led to significant increase in the number
of metrics that are reported for a specific contrast, and the challenge is to subset the vast number
of parameters available down to the most meaningful. A study on vowel nasality (Styler 2017)
investigates 22 different methods, and a meta-analysis on phonation types identifies over eighty
(Latoszek et al. 2018). For that reason, subsequent work has focused on narrowing down the
acoustic correlates using perceptual and articulatory evidence.

Generally, harmonic and noise measures are related to properties of the source signal.
Perceptual evidence has found that, cross-linguistically, H1-H2 is the most robust correlate of
phonation type (Esposito 2010; Kreiman et al. 2007 ;Klatt and Klatt 1990; Garelleck 2021) and
is linked to the articulatory Closed Quotient in electroglottographic measurements (Kreiman et
al. 2012). There is additional evidence for the anatomical link of measures like H2-H4 (Khan
2012; Garelleck et al. 2013), as well as the measures harmonic-to-noise and
subharmonic-to-harmonic ratio (These and further measures are reviewed in Garellek 2022).

HNR is a measure of noise in the signal and is typically related to breathiness or other
frication in the sound (Brotherton and Block 2020). Harmonic and noise measures have been
primarily developed with regard to voice quality in vowels, but have also been applied to voice
quality in other speech sounds, such as sonorant breathiness (Berkson 2022). They have also
been used to study vowel nasalization (Styler 2017). In obstruents, which typically lack
harmonic structure, these measures may be made on the neighboring vowels, which is common
in research in fortis/lenis or tense/lax consonant contrasts (e.g. Cho et al. 2002). HNR has been
used in comparing fricatives and approximants, since fricatives can be expected to have a higher
noise component (e.g. Brotherton and Block 2020)
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1.4.2 General amplitude measures
The measures described in the previous section rely on the presence of harmonics in the speech
signal, which restricts them to being used for sonorant sounds that are expected to have
harmonics. Another group of amplitude measures can be applied to any spectrum, rather than
relying on the detection of harmonics.

The global metric of spectrum amplitude is intensity. This can be measured directly on
the segment of interest, but is more often measured in terms of the relative amplitude - the
difference between, typically, the target segment and the neighboring vowel (e.g.
Martínez-Celdrán and Regueira 2008). Intensity has been found to be useful in determining the
place of articulation of stops (Ohde and Stevens 1983) and fricatives (Jongman et al. 2000;
Shadle and Mair 1996; Ho 2021, Nartey 1982). It can also be used as a manner of articulation
measure- for example in the difference between liquids and nasals (Cheng and Jongman 2019)
and for stop lenition (Hualde et al. 2019).

Intensity can be related to some extent to airflow, for example intensity associated with
fricative place of articulation can be placed on an intensity scale related to the rate of airflow
varying between different places of constriction (Strevens 1960). It is useful because it is not
limited to a specific phonetic category and can be used to compare across manners of
articulation, but it is not a very precise measure, which introduces some limitations.

A more local approach is frequency band analysis, which compares the amplitude of
different frequency regions of the sound. This approach is less common in current practice, but
has been applied to a variety of speech sounds including fricatives (Hughes and Halle 1956;
Nartey 1982; Koenig et al. 2013), nasals (Takeuchi et al. 1975; Kurowski and Blumstein 1987)
and vowels (Tahiry et al. 2016), where, rather than using peaks as landmarks, the amplitude
across bands of the frequency region are used. Other amplitude approaches use the ratio between
amplitudes of components of the sounds, analogously to harmonic measures: for example the
ratio of low frequency energy to total energy (Gradoville 2011), or the relative amplitude of two
spectral peaks (Stevens 1985). These approaches are able to capture more detailed information
about characteristic patterns in the spectrum.

1.5 Shape measures
Another way of approaching acoustic measures is to directly describe the shape of the spectrum
rather than measuring properties of significant landmarks. These types of measurements tend to
focus on describing global properties of the spectrum rather than local features.

Although not in widespread use today, one of the earliest global measures was spectral
slope, where researchers would fit a regression line to the spectrum in order to identify overall
shape (Maniwa et al. 2009; Shadle and Mair 1996; Ho 2021). Spectral tilt has also been shown to
be predictive of perceptual differences (Katseff 2008). One of the difficulties in using spectral
slope is that it quickly became clear that a single slope measurement is not sufficient for
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describing a spectrum, which typically has one or two important peaks. This can be modified by
looking at piecewise measures of slope within specific frequency ranges (as in Klatt 1982),
which have also been reported as useful in differentiating between fricative places of articulation
(Shadle and Mair 1996). However the piecewise approach results in metrics that are tailored to a
specific scenario and are therefore less generalizable. While local measures can capture nuanced
patterns more effectively, global measures that are more easily applied across phenomena seem
to be more commonly used in a range of phenomena.

1.5.1 Spectral moments
Currently, the most common family of global shape measures is spectral moments, which was
popularized for the use in obstruent place identification (Forrest et al. 1988). This approach treats
the average spectrum of a segment as a probability distribution and calculates average statistics
under those assumptions. The first four moments and their typical interpretation are:

1. Center of Gravity (CoG): Weighted mean
2. Standard Deviation (SD): Overall spread
3. Skewness (Skew): positive or negative skew
4. Kurtosis (Kurt): flatness/peakedness

While the original use of spectral moments was exploratory, there has been significant work after
the fact investigating how this method interacts with acoustic and articulatory properties of the
data. Much of this work has highlighted conditions under which spectral measurements have not
been sufficient in discriminating between relevant phonetic categories in the data (e.g. Jassem
1995). In the original paper applying spectral moments to fricatives, while discrimination was
high for stops and sibilants, the authors recognized that the spectral moments analysis was not
successful in discriminating between the non-coronal fricatives (Forrest et al. 1988). Similarly, in
Swedish moments did not differentiating between non-coronal fricatives (Wikse Barrow et al.
2022), an overlap in moments for fricatives was reported in Polish (Zygis and Hamann 2003),
and between dental and labiodental obstruents in Hong Kong English (Ho 2021). Several
perception studies have also reported results where perceptible differences aren’t adequately
reflected in spectral moment measurements (Schadle and Mair 1996; Jannedy and Weirich 2017;
Zygis and Hamman 2003). Finally, several studies have critiqued the reliability of interpretation
of the spectral moments at all, especially of kurtosis and skewness (Koenig et al. 2013; Fulop et
al. 2004). More abstract methodological research has investigated the derivation and
interpretation of spectral moments as a whole. Both skewness and kurtosis can correlate with
CoG, which calls into question how much unique information each spectral moment contributes
(Hargus et al. 2021). In addition, spectral moment measurements are quite sensitive to the
frequency range of the spectrum (Schadle and Mair 1996).

Despite this active area of research, spectral moments, particularly CoG, are the most
commonly used shape measurements and appear to dominate modern acoustic analysis of
fricatives. These measures can be made on any spectrum, since they don’t rely on any particular
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acoustic presence such as harmonics or voicing in order to be measured. In addition to fricative
noise, moments have been used in any case of obstruents, notably, in the burst release of
(ejective) stops (Jaworski and Baran 2021) and affricates (Li and Gu 2015), as well as clicks
(Fulop et al. 2003). CoG and Standard Deviation have been used for nasals (Tabain et al. 2016)
in order to identify place of articulation to partial success, in particular in differentiating the
labial /m/ from other nasals. Spectral moments have also been used in the acoustic analysis of
vowels (Tahiry et al 2016) and liquids (Carter 2003; Gobl and Ni Chasaide 1999). A slight
variation on spectral moments reports centroid frequency within a certain frequency range,
which presents an intermediate representation of the spectrum (Li et al. 2007). However,
moments are used primarily in a descriptive sense, and there is little to establish a link between
these methods and the relevant articulation or perception of the sound.

1.5.2 Discrete Cosine Transform
The other major approach to quantify spectral shape is to numerically decompose the spectrum
into components, most commonly using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Analogously to
how a Fourier transform is used to decompose the waveform into a spectrum, the DCT
decomposes the spectrum into coefficients applied to different cosine functions. This has been
used in phonetics for parameterizing time-series of formants (Watson and Harrington 1999) and
pitch trajectories (Wu et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2022). It is also possible, although less common, to
apply this approach to frequency-series data, for example in fricatives (Jannedy and Weirich
2017), and in stops (McCarthy 2019).

DCT coefficients are in some cases better at discriminating between fricative series, and
perform equally well as spectral moments otherwise (Giles 2019). While the reconstructed signal
from the DCT can be treated as a smoothed spectrum, the individual coefficients are difficult to
interpret. The first few components, which are the ones most frequently reported, correspond to
low frequency components of the transform. However, these first few components may not
adequately capture more local features of the spectrum that distinguish between more similar
types of spectral.

Shape measurements are attractive because they do not rely on particular acoustic
properties, and are often derived fairly transparently from the spectrum. However, with this
broad usage, they lose the interpretive power associated with the other measures described here,
and are largely limited to descriptive and exploratory analysis. In addition, while these
measurements work for acoustically distinct sounds, they appear to be less effective in
distinguishing between similar sounds. Variations on the measures that look at properties like
centroid frequency or spectral slope within a specific frequency range suggest that the desired
level of detail within the spectrum is greater than that offered by purely global shape measures.
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1.6 Choosing a phonetic measure
This review has highlighted the current state of acoustic measurement in phonetics: there are a
massive number of possible acoustic measurements, but a small set of measures are common
practice.

For some contrasts, there are robust acoustic cues that have become the common practice
in the field (e.g. formants and vowel quality). These measures have significant
meta-methodological research invested into them and a clear connection to the articulatory and
perceptual evidence for the contrast. For many contrasts, however, the appropriate measurement
is not as well established. In these cases a variety of strategies can be used in order to determine
what features might be appropriate. This section illustrates an example of approaching the
acoustic analysis of a phenomenon that does not have a well established set of acoustic
correlates.

The example is a study that is an investigation of nasal place of articulation contrasts in
three languages of Australia (Tabain et al. 2016). Nasal contrasts do not have a generally
accepted parameterization, and so the study used the following strategies to determine what
features to use:

1. Existing measures: First, the study takes stock of the existing literature on nasal
acoustics and finds that nasal formants and bandwidths will likely be useful in
determining place of articulation differences. In addition, they note points of
variation in the existing literature as to the specific predictions regarding these
values.

2. Extension of measures: Given that the existing methods have been so far
determined to be insufficient for distinguishing between the contrast of interest, it
is also possible to repurpose existing measures to apply them to the phenomenon
in question. To this end, the authors include two spectral moments, CoG and SD,
as two measures to characterize the general shape of the nasal sounds,
extrapolating from their utility in other consonant contrasts, specifically stops and
laterals.

3. Novel measures: From preliminary analysis, the authors elect to add another
measure: average bandwidth of the nasal formants.

4. Qualitative analysis: Finally, the authors present the average spectrum of each of
the nasals in the set and qualitatively describe them including the locations of
features such as antiresonances and spectral minima.

This study included a relatively large number of acoustic features, including adapting existing
measures applied in other contexts in an attempt to describe the sound. Despite this extensive
work, qualitative and impressionistic description of the different sounds was still required to
reach a satisfactory analysis. This illustrates both the need for a more comprehensive
understanding of phonetic features, especially in these types of cases, as well as the tendency for
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qualitative analysis to fill in in cases where acoustic analysis is not yet robust enough for this
type of analysis.

This study used four different strategies for describing the nasal place of articulation. A
fifth strategy, which wasn’t used in the paper discussed above, is to use feature selection. Feature
selection entails choosing a large set of phonetic features, then using a systematic approach
(often based in machine learning) to select a smaller subset of features from this one. Feature
selection has been used in fricative analysis (Jongman et al. 2000), rhotic variation (Villareal et
al. 2020), and plosives (Li et al. 2012) Another approach to feature selection considers the
contribution of each feature to the variance in the signal. Commonly, this is done by using
Principal Components Analysis or PCA (as in Abdi and Williams 2010) to identify the primary
axes of variation in the data and then calculating the relative contribution of each feature to it,
which has been applied to fricatives (Ulrich et al. 2021) and sociolinguistic sub-categorical
variation (Adank et al. 2004).

1.7 Conclusion
The current landscape of acoustic parameters in phonetics consists of a patchwork of acoustic
measures that have developed organically over several decades of research. Crucially, there
appears to be persistent limitations on the kinds of contrasts that can be addressed acoustically in
linguistics based on the current best practices in feature selection. In addition, the use of common
approaches is not directly related to the robustness of the methodology. For example, spectral
moments is a measure of spectral shape that is in wide use today, despite significant criticisms of
both the theoretical and empirical effectiveness of the method. Part of this is the lack of suitable
alternatives with traction and accessibility, part of this is inertia in the field - since following the
same approaches as previously successful studies is a major motivation for using a specific
methodology, the use of a particular method becomes a self-reinforcing process.

However, the current state of phonetic parameters appears to constrain possible avenues
of quantitative research. Although the measurement of an acoustic parameter is not strictly
reliant on a given phonetic contrasts, acoustic measures are typically developed in association
with a specific phonetic contrast. It follows that the more common acoustic contrasts are also
associated with the most robust measurement methodology, which is seen in the number of
validation and methodological studies associated with measures like formants and spectral
moments.

In some cases, indirect measurements using these established methods are preferred over
direct measurements of the segments of interest for a given study. For example, one study that
was concerned with the dental/retroflex contrast across stops, nasals and liquids noted that place
of articulation is manner-specific, and constrained their study to using formant transitions as the
shared correlate to place of articulation in the absence of the availability of direct measurements
(Kochetov et al. 2018). However, in some cases it is not possible to even indirectly leverage
these more common contrasts and acoustic parameters. In this case, the result is typically to use
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qualitative strategies to describe the contrasts. For example, one study of the Polish rhotic used
spectrograms and coding to describe variation in the phonetic realizations of the phoneme
(Jaworski and Gillian 2011). These facts motivate the need for further development of acoustic
features in order to be able to quantify all key contrasts of interest to phonetics. In particular,
given the asymmetry in how established best practices are across phonetic categories, it seems
advantageous to take a broad view in this process to account for and ameliorate this imbalance
going forward.
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Chapter 2: Current practices in acoustic
measurement in phonetics

2.1 Introduction
Chapter 1 highlighted that the range of acoustic parameters used in practice are much narrower
than the total possible variation. However, in addition to the qualitative patterns established
there, it is also useful to have numerical data to confirm how these patterns translate into
practical usage.

Quantitative methodological surveys can address this gap, and are common practice in
adjacent fields, including articulation (Kochetov 2020; Rebernik et al. 2021), speech (Bhatt et al
2020), prosody (Yi 2011) and forensic phonetics (Gold and French 2011). A structured
investigation of the range of variation in the use of acoustic measurements in phonetics can be
expected to highlight areas where the field would most benefit from further methodological
investigation, and as a point of reference when determining best practices in the field.

The only example of a methodological survey in phonetic measurement consisted of three
collections of phonetic descriptions (Journal of Phonetics, Journal of the International Phonetic
Association, and Sounds of the Worlds Languages) to identify how frequently certain phonetic
structures were reported (Whalen et al. 2022), including some acoustic measures. Since the goal
of including quantitative measures in description is in part to facilitate cross-linguistic and
typological comparison, this study provides some indication of attitudes towards robust acoustic
measures. The results from the study are replicated below in Table 2.1.
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For vowels, formants are by far the most commonly reported, followed by dispersion measures
which are also derived from formants. For consonants, the primary methods are related to
duration: voice onset time, closure duration, and voicing. In terms of spectral correlates,
measuring transitions into adjacent vowels (6%) is more frequent than reporting measures related
to the fricative spectra (5%). Particular acoustic measures relating to sonorants and
suprasegmentals have not been measured in this survey, which implies that these do not have
well established acoustic measures suitable for typological comparison.

This chapter gives quantitative insight into common practice in acoustic measurement via
a methodological survey of phonetic studies to further investigate the patterns identified in
Chapter 1. The results of this survey can be expected to be useful in identifying areas of priority
in methodological research in the field of acoustic phonetics.
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2.2 Methodology

2.2.1 Data collection
There is a large range of contrasts and methods within acoustic phonetics, which requires a larger
sample size. In the survey described above (Whalen et al. 2022) of 1536 JPhon papers published
over 30 years, 110 fit the criteria to be included in the study. Thus, finding a large enough sample
of papers to provide insight into best practices was an important consideration for this survey.

The International Congress of Phonetic Sciences is a major conference on phonetics that
occurs every four years. While it is primarily associated with linguistic phonetics, it also has
contributions from overlapping fields such as speech science, natural language processing, and
forensic phonetics. It also has a relatively large number of studies within the collection (600-800
each session of the conference).

The sample for this particular study contains the proceedings for the years 1999 and
2019. The most recent proceedings available at the time of data collection was 2019, and 1999
contains papers published before the introduction of the most recent set of phonetic software
tools. There were 640 papers in 1999 and 792 in 2019, for a total of 1432 papers. Of these, 395
(155 in 1999, 240 in 2019) were determined to be relevant based on the title and the abstract as
pertaining to a consonantal, vocalic, or suprasegmental contrast or variation. Papers that
pertained to a unit of study larger than a segment (e.g. sentence prosody) were excluded from the
sample, since acoustic measurement works quite differently when dealing with multi-segmental
units.

2.2.2 Data processing
The papers in the sample were collected using a Python script to semi-automate data collection
and processing. A Python script aided in the paper coding process using a human-in-the-loop
approach to prompt a set of survey fields and validate inputs. Each relevant paper was coded for
contrast under study, measure used, and sampling strategy. After coding, these measures were
organized into the following broad categories for contrast type and subtype, parameter type and
subtype, and temporal measure.

Phonetic contrasts in the sample includes suprasegmentals, vowels and consonants.
Consonants were divided into two broad categories: obstruents and sonorants. Sonorants tend to
be more vowel-like in measurement strategies because they have similar properties such as
voicing and harmonic frequencies. Obstruents such as fricatives and stops are produced
differently, which necessitates different measurement strategies. These categories are further
divided into subtypes based on what groups can be expected to share acoustic characteristics
(Table 2.2).

In addition to contrast, the acoustic measures used in the sample were also grouped into
common types (Table 2.3). This includes two frequency measure types: formants and pitch, one
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amplitude measure group: voice quality, and one shape measure: spectral moments. These are the
four categories that appear to dominate the discourse around phonetic methodology and features.
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The fifth category encapsulates alternative measures, and an increase in this category suggests
increased innovation in terms of developing and applying new measures to the data.

Finally, the data were coded for where the measure was taken within the segment (Table
2.4). Change in how the measure is defined can be expected to indicate another layer of
methodological variation. In addition, even in cases where the acoustic parameterization is well
established, variation in these sampling strategies can be an indication of how well established
the norms are in the field.

2.3 Results and Discussion
The proportion of total conference papers in the sample that were included in the survey are
reported in Table 2.5. In 1991, 22% of the total papers in the proceedings were relevant, while in
2019 the proportion increased to 32%. The increase in papers in the sample could be due to
several different factors, including increased attention to questions that were conducive to
quantitative analysis, along with a general increase in access to tools that made taking and
reporting acoustic measurements easier. In particular, in the last 20 years, there has been an
increase in tools for automated and semi automated extraction of phonetic parameters, which
have made acoustic analysis more accessible to researchers. This increase also indicates that
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quantitative measurements are valued approaches in the field, and highlights the importance of
further development of the methods used in this field.

2.3.1 Trends in frequency of analysis by contrast
Although there is a general increase in the usage of acoustic methodology between the two time
points, this may vary by the types of categories under study. Some areas of acoustic analysis
have more robust measurement practices associated with them than others, and this variation
may impact usage in public work. In this survey, the overall trend in the rate of papers covering
each type of contrast (Table 2.6) is used to give an indication of general attitudes towards the
usefulness of acoustic measures in those cases. Most subtypes see a slight decrease in the
proportion of studies in the overall sample dedicated to them. The main exceptions to these are
vowel and suprasegmental categories, including vowel quality, tone, and voice quality. These are
also three categories that have seen significant theoretical discussion and methodological
development.
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The categories that see the largest decrease between study years are manner of articulation
studies are both consonant categories- sonorants and obstruents. There are several factors that
may be driving this trend, such as shifts in experimental and phonetic questions and overall
frequency of contrasts. However, the shift to fewer consonant analyses may also indicate a
general lack of confidence in the acoustic features typically applied to some categories, in
particular consonants. Consonants have higher acoustic variability, and even today there is still
uncertainty associated with the best way to characterize the contrasts as was discussed in Chapter
1. In contrast, there are many resources available for automatic or near-automatic analysis of
vowels, and the major feature associated with vowels, the formant, has been the subject of
significant methodological discussion. This imbalance may be helping to encourage a trend
towards more vowel analysis and less consonant analysis.

Table 2.7 gives the proportion of papers in each category that contains at least one
acoustic measurement, using a subset of eight categories from Table 2.6. There is no change in
the number of acoustic measurements for vowels, which also have a high rate of acoustic
analysis in both years- this suggests that the methodology for vowels has remained stable over
the years. The only category with an increasing rate of acoustic analysis is voice quality. This

coincides with the establishment of amplitude measures, such as H1-H2, as useful for
measurement of voice quality. All other categories have a decrease in rate of acoustic
measurement, with the biggest decrease in manner of articulation analysis for obstruents. While
the mentality of the field has shifted to be largely in favor of quantitative analysis, in practice
there has been an overall decrease in the amount of acoustic analysis in these categories,
suggesting that current common practices have been unsatisfactory in terms of capturing
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variation in these cases. Instead, alternative methods of describing the acoustic categories may
have been employed.

2.3.2 Trends in alternative measures
The prevailing trend in phonetics has been to measure differences by comparing acoustic features
of the target segment. However, when acoustic features fail, there are several possible alternative
strategies.

1. Neighboring measures: Acoustic measurement, typically of a neighboring vowel (for
which acoustic features are quite well established).

2. Qualitative measures: A higher rate of qualitative measures can be taken as an indicator
that acoustic measures are unsatisfactory for describing the contrast under study.

3. Articulatory measures:While there are many reasons why this may be an independent
goal, articulatory methods also require more resources in order to produce a study, so
typically they are used more in cases where the current acoustic methodology is
somehow insufficient. Therefore, in this case, in combination with the other alternatives
above, a higher rate of articulatory measures is expected to indicate less confidence in our
overall understanding of the sound.

Table 2.8 shows the rate of analyses using acoustic measures of neighboring segments in order to
investigate a phonetic phenomenon. Among consonant categories, there is an increase in
measurements of neighboring segments across the manner of articulation. In addition, there is an
increase in the use of neighboring segments in analyzing sonorants both for place and manner of
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articulation. This suggests that the use of the neighboring vowel for analyzing consonants is still
a popular approach. The trend upward over time suggests that the increased availability of
formant extraction techniques may have affected not only phonetic analysis of vowels and their
popularity, but also influenced that of consonants. It also indicates that any shift in acoustic
analysis of consonants has not replaced the use of adjacent formant analysis.

Qualitative analysis (Table 2.9) trends upwards for most the categories in this sample,
and the most marked increase is in sonorant analyses, which see higher rates in both
subcategories. The only consonant category to see a decrease is obstruent manner of articulation
studies, which still have a relatively high overall rate of qualitative description. This could be
due to a trend towards quantitative analysis especially for lenition, one of the main types of study
in this category.

There is a large decrease in qualitative analysis for voice quality, and a slight decrease for
vowel quality. The overall rate of qualitative analysis for vowel quality is very low across all
categories, indicating that even in the earlier sample there is not much need for qualitative
analysis of vowel quality. The highest rate of qualitative analysis is analyses related to sonorant
manner of articulation, where two-thirds of studies qualitative analysis.

An increase in qualitative analysis across consonant categories indicates that there is generally
less confidence in those measures, particularly for sonorants, when compared to vowels. The
sharp decrease in qualitative approaches to voice quality coincides with the establishment of
acoustic measures of voice quality, and the availability of software for analyzing voice quality.
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Finally, there is a higher rate of articulatory measurement (Table 2.10) in consonants
relative to vowels. There are many reasons for using articulatory studies, but the hardware,
software, and technical skill necessary to conduct these studies mean that they are more often
reserved for cases where acoustic analysis alone is insufficient. The biggest increase in
articulatory studies is in analyzing manner of articulation for obstruents, while the biggest
decrease is in studying manner of articulation for sonorants.

In general, trends in all three alternative measurement strategies indicate that there is less
confidence in the acoustic measurement of consonants than vowels- consonants are more likely
to be qualitatively analyzed, have articulatory measurements, and use acoustic measurements of
the neighboring vowel. While direct causality cannot be established by this survey, places where
a decrease in alternative methods is observed can be related to the emergence of specific
accepted acoustic methodologies for the given category in question.

The low values of all three measures across vowels indicate that the measurement of
vowel quality has been fairly stable across the period of the study, while the decrease in
alternatives to direct acoustic measurement of voice quality indicates that there is likely an
increase in confidence in acoustic measurements in these cases. Both of these facts coincide with
a robust general intuition of best practices in vowel acoustic measurement.

These findings, taken together with the finding in the previous section: that the field is
trending towards more vowel analysis and less consonant analysis, paints a concerning image. If
there is more study of vowels, which are more well understood, and less study of consonants,
then the methodology for vowels will outpace that of consonants, reinforcing this imbalance in
confidence in acoustic measures.
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This is already evident in the existence of many discussions of formant extraction
techniques and normalization, while there is much less literature in the field when it comes to
methodological development for consonants. In particular, there is broader acoustic variation in
consonants, which presents a challenge for traditional approaches of justifying each measure
based on the acoustics and theory of a particular contrast. This a) increases the amount of work
needed to validate and develop metrics for a particular contrast and b) makes it difficult to
compare between categories that have different established acoustic measures.

2.3.3 Types of parameters used in phonetic contrasts
Now that the overall trends in acoustic analysis have been established for the major categories of
interest, the next step is to examine the types of phonetic parameters that are used in said
acoustic analyses. Table 2.11 gives the proportion of each category of feature used for five
consonant-related categories in the sample.
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Usage of spectral moments increases across all consonant comparison types, with the
exception of sonorant place of articulation studies. The largest increase is in obstruent place of
articulation analyses, where, in 2019, 77.6% of papers used spectral moments in the acoustic
analysis. This coincides with anecdotal observations that spectral moments are common practice
and are especially dominating acoustic analysis of obstruents. Spectral moments appear to be
used more often in other acoustic categories, also coinciding with an intuition that spectral
moments are regarded as generally useful. The exception to this is in sonorant place of
articulation, where spectral moments are less commonly used in favor of other strategies, namely
formants.

In contrast formant measurements are less common across almost all consonant
categories, in particular for obstruent categories. However, there is an increase in the usage of
formants for sonorant place of articulation. There is also an increase in voice quality measures
used for sonorant consonant phonetic analysis, whereas voice quality measures decrease again
for obstruents. This seems to show two different patterns emerging in the acoustic analysis of
consonants, depending on this broad phonetic division.

The use of alternative spectral measures, including innovative measures, has decreased
for sonorants and increased for obstruents. Of these measures, intensity is the most common one
across all consonant categories- intensity measures, especially measuring the relative intensity
between the neighboring vowel and a consonant, can sometimes be used as an indicator of
differences between manners of articulation. However, measures such as peak frequency and
spectral tilt only appear in a very few papers.

Vowel-related categories (Figure 2.12) show a different pattern within the survey time
period. Tone analyses see an increase in the use of voice quality measures and a decrease in the
relative use of pitch, although pitch is still a very common measurement. Voice quality also has
an increase in voice quality measurements, which can be expected given the relatively recent
establishment of robust acoustic measures of phonation. There is very little change in the kind of
analyses used for vowels, which is dominated generally by formants. These data show how the
acoustic analysis types for vowels are relatively well established, and have shown much less
change than other types of analyses, consistent with findings for vowels in other areas of this
analysis.

Alternative spectral measures for vowels have a very low rate, where intensity is
occasionally used in these vocalic contrasts. For voice quality, there is also a decrease in
alternative measures, where in earlier years a compound measure of voice quality was used,
which appears to be replaced in this sample by the establishment of more transparent voice
quality measures.

These results highlight a few key findings in the evolution of methodology in acoustic
phonetics. Practices for consonants continue to change, while those for vowels are more stable.
Where formants can be used, they are becoming the preferred approach, while in other cases
spectral moments are used. Voice quality measurements have become quite established, and
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while limited in applications (are only used for voice) are considered quite robust in these cases.
These results demonstrate that the field tends to cluster around a handful of common measures,
supporting the claim that the actual usage of acoustic measures is limited to a relatively small
subset of total possible approaches.

2.3.4 Trends in measure sampling
Another important set of methodological practices consist of how an acoustic measure is taken
over the time course of the target segment. Table 2.13 reports the usage of different measurement
timing strategies in the sample.

Notably, the use of trajectories, or a time series of measurements per segment, is
increasing across many categories. This may be based on a recognition that speech is an
inherently dynamic process, and the increase in access to statistical tools for measuring time
series. Formants, which are traditionally associated with single midpoint or target measurements,
see a slight increase in papers reporting trajectory or average-based measurements, although
point measurements at individual time points are still the most common approach.

There is also a decrease in studies that don’t specify how something is measured- this
indicates a larger emphasis being placed on transparent and thorough documentation of the
methodology. There is also a general increase in point measurements, which is most pronounced
in the measurement of spectral moments, such as measurement at a specific point (e.g. midpoint
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measurement). Voice quality and spectral moments see a decrease in averaged approaches, but
they diverged in what replaced them - point moments for spectral moments and voice quality for
trajectory.

The trends in measure sampling indicate that for spectral moments and voice quality,
there is an emergence of best practices around sampling strategy- point measurements are most
common for spectral moment analyses and trajectories are used more often for voice quality
analysis. The fact that these measures result in different common best practices is another
indication of how best practices evolve independently across different acoustic categories and
may result in very little direct comparability or transferability of these measures to other
conditions.
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2.3.5 Measurement across manners of articulation
Of particular interest to this survey is how acoustic measurement is approached by studies
regarding multiple manners of articulation, given that these categories sometimes have vastly
different acoustic properties. Despite the large sample size in this survey, there are relatively few
studies in this category, so data are pooled across both study years for this analysis. Figure 2.1
gives the most common strategy (or strategies, in case of a tie) for addressing contrasts in each
combination of manner of articulation. The shade of the cell indicates the number of studies in
that category. There is a distinct imbalance in the data towards measuring vowel-sonorant
alternations over all other combinations. Within-category studies see a higher number of studies
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regarding fricatives and vowels than other categories. While there may be multiple reasons for
this, this also coincides with stronger methodological intuitions regarding how to measure these
categories, and further suggests that methodology may be influencing the kinds of studies that
are published in the field.

Almost all studies that included multiple manners of articulation included either
articulatory or qualitative measures in the top methods used. The exceptions are formants, used
in some sonorant contrasts, and CoG, used in some obstruent contrasts. This again reflects the
confidence of the field in these two measures as particularly robust, and an intuition that best
practice is to use formants when possible and spectral moments otherwise. Studies involving
multiple manners of articulation are a prime opportunity to present innovation in acoustic
methodology, but it is more common to observe alternative methods such as qualitative analysis
than proposing a new quantitative method. This suggests that the default behavior when
presented with a contrast with no established acoustic methodology is to use non-acoustic
methods rather than innovating new measures. This again highlights the potential utility of
developing robust acoustic measurement in phonetics in increasing the number of contrasts that
can be quantitatively investigated.

2.4 Conclusion
This study has found, by examining the data from multiple angles, that there is generally less
confidence shown in consonant parameters, particularly sonorants- they see a relative decrease in
representation and a general increase in alternative measurements. In addition, consonants see
the most non-spectral parameters, and a shift in parameterizations and measurement methods
over the years.

These data also corroborate the general intuition of best practices in the field. Formants,
spectral moments, and voice quality measurements are the most common. Generally, formants
are used for vowels (and sonorants), f0 for tone, and moments for obstruents. These parameters
are derived from the signal differently and are interpreted in contrast-specific ways. These mean
that there is no comparability across these categories, and that there are limits on how descriptive
the parameters are of the spectrum they describe. This is signified in the results for manner of
articulation, where qualitative and articulatory measures were most frequent across manners of
articulation in part because there is an absence of reliable acoustic correlates.

The most frequently used parameters also correlate with the most often studied contrasts -
formants are used for vowels frequently and there is a marked increase in the proportion of
studies studying vowels. There are also a number of studies targeting fricative place of
articulation analysis, and spectral moments happen to be another established acoustic
measurement. Trends in voice quality analysis also follow the emergence of robust voice quality
measures. For these common measurements, we also see the emergence of common practices in
terms of sampling strategies as well. While a more targeted study would be needed in order to
properly establish a causative effect, if the availability of phonetic measures impacts the kinds of
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studies that are done in the field, then it becomes even more important to quickly address gaps in
effective acoustic measurement in the field, to expand the kinds of scientific questions that can
be explored in the field.

These points pose serious concerns for the continued growth of acoustic measurement
phonetics, especially in quantitative investigation of less common contrasts. In particular, in the
absence of further development of acoustic measurements, it is likely that the patterns illustrated
here will continue, resulting in a distinct imbalance in the scientific understanding of more vs.
less commonly-studied contrasts. There is particular concern for contrasts that are less common
overall in the system, which are still of significant scientific interest, but have less
methodological research dedicated to them.

Four categories of methods have emerged as of particular interest as a result of this
survey. Two of them, pitch and voice quality, are relevant particularly to suprasegmental
research, and while there is still room for further refinement, capture the most important acoustic
features of the sounds. The remaining two, formants and spectral moments, are primarily for
segmental contrasts. All four of these categories are characterized by having tools available to
facilitate measurement via software. Three of the four also have significant grounding in
articulatory interpretability and the fourth (spectral moments) has also had some work in that
area. In addition, they have all demonstrated at least some utility in separating out categories of
interest for further analysis. These properties will be discussed further in Chapter 5 and appear to
be important features for any further development of phonetic features.

Now that the general patterns of usage of acoustic measurement has been established, as
well as qualitative discussion of the values of specific parameters, this dissertation now turns to
developing a way to quantitatively compare acoustic measurement approaches, which will allow
for a direct, stable understanding of how different acoustic measurements perform and further set
the stage for consistent development and validation of new approaches to acoustic measurement.
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Chapter 3: The role of acoustic context in
discriminability

3.1 Introduction
Chapters 1 and 2 established current patterns in acoustic measurement in phonetics, and
highlighted the need for further development in this area. However, before proposing new
phonetic features, it is important to outline key considerations for designing a successful
approach to acoustic measurement.

In particular, there are two conditions that must be met for an acoustic measure to be
effective. First, there must be acoustic differences between the categories of interest, and second,
the representation needs to meaningfully capture those acoustic differences. This chapter will
investigate the first of these two statements, and Chapter 4 will address the second statement by
presenting a quantitative benchmark of acoustic measurement performance.

Two sounds being perceptually distinct does not necessitate acoustic differences in the
target segment itself. Speech perception happens in context, and it has been shown that
neighboring segments can have an effect on perception (e.g. Stilp 2019, LaRiviere et al. 1975).
This opens up the possibility that adjacent acoustic information is necessary in order to
satisfactorily detect differences in some phonetic categories, and it is possible that further
methodological development would also require consideration of context.

This chapter investigates the contribution of adjacent phonetic information to
discriminability across major phonetic categories. Because conventional acoustic features
intentionally capture a small slice of the total information in the sound, this chapter turns to
neural net representations as a way to capture overall acoustic information in the segment. In a
neural net, the input is passed through each layer, where it is progressively transformed into a
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representation that is further removed from the original data. The model then produces a set of
outputs for a particular task, e.g. speech recognition. The values from these intermediate layers
have been usefully repurposed for uses other than those that the model was originally trained for,
such as phoneme classification, and have been increasingly scrutinized to understand what types
of phonetic content they contain. The primary purpose of these models is to perform a task, such
as phoneme or word identification, and the models are iteratively trained by adjusting parameter
values in order to optimize outputs on this task. These models contain high-dimensional internal
representations that contain complex transformations of the original acoustic data.

Most neural net architectures applied to language use some type of context-sensitive
architecture, and representations for individual frames have been found to contain enough
information to determine word identity (Sanabria et al. 2023). These very complex
representations retain a large amount of information from the original acoustic data, and
represent the most complex acoustic representation available. Thus, if there is an acoustic
difference present between two categories, a neural network representation is most likely to
capture it without specifying a priori what that difference might be, which will allow for this
study to investigate the general role of acoustic context without requiring significant abstraction.

Neural network-derived representations have also been related to traditional acoustic
features. Studies in this area of research are typically designed to investigate a specific property
of the representation. Neural nets appear to have meaningful relationships with hand-engineered
acoustic features including formant values, in particular F1/F2 (Reira et al. 2023; Vu et al. 2014),
as well as f0 and CoG (Shah et al. 2021). They have also been related to Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), the most common speech representation in deep learning. In
particular, when probing multiple layers of a neural network, the relationship between neural net
representations and MFCCs are most similar in early layers, diverge (but phonetic information as
measured by the probing task peaks) in later layers, and converge again with the MFCCs in the
final (task specific) layers (Pasad et al. 2021; Pasad et al. 2023). Masking has been used as a
probing experiment for CNNs to highlight the important parts of the spectrogram for
classification (Ferragne et al. 2019)

Another approach has been to use neural nets to cluster speakers and varieties (Bartelds
and Weiling 2022; Bartelds et al. 2022), to identify organization of speakers and languages (de
Seyssel et al. 2022), or to identify speaker and language identity (Fan et al. 2021). These studies
indicate that neural net representations appear to encode information about speaker and language
identity beyond that of traditional acoustic features, which strive to abstract away from these
properties.

Neural nets have a wide variety of architectures that have been developed for specific
advantages, which means that properties detected in one model may not hold true for another.
For this reason, it can be advantageous to investigate a specific architecture in some depth in
order to get a complete understanding of how it behaves with regard to phonetic information.
One architecture that has been investigated to some extent in the literature is wav2vec2.0
(Baevski et al. 2020), a transformer architecture that has featured prominently in phonetic
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representation studies. This model takes raw audio (waveforms) as input values. These values are
then fed through two sub-networks. The first includes several layers of convolution to extract
local features. The second, the transformer, uses the attention to incorporate both short- and
long-distance context into the representation.

Wav2vec2.0 utilizes a self-supervised pre-training step, which essentially allows for a
significant amount of training on unlabelled data. This allows the model to incorporate a larger
amount of data since it does not need to be labeled to be included in this step. The task in this
case is the prediction of the identity of a segment of the audio that is masked- the typical length
of a mask is 300ms. Typically, phonetics research is concerned with a shorter timescale, and this
should be taken into account when working with pre-trained models. Pre-trained models can then
be shared and subsequently fine-tuned by different researchers for different datasets or tasks with
a much smaller amount of data.

The first module of wav2vec is often referred to as the feature extractor, which generates
features from the original waveform to then be input into the transformer. This module is a
convolutional neural net (CNN). In general, the early layers of convolutional neural nets have
been found to act as matching filters (Palaz et al. 2019; Hoshen et al. 2015). This means that
although they are not explicitly instructed to do so, they are similar to a cepstral transformation
in the first few layers.

These early representations may be of particular interest in the examination of phonetic
features, for example, f0 appears to be represented linearly, while formants were represented in a
grid fashion (Choi and Yeo 2022). The representation also correlated more closely with MFCCs
in later feature extractor layers (Pasad et al. 2021), with other audio features in the earliest
transformer layers (Shah et al. 2021), and with articulatory electromagnetic articulography
(EMA) representations (Cho et al. 2023)

Studies tend to focus on how each layer functions, for example by taking the
representation at each internal layer of the transformer and feeding it into a secondary classifier.
Neural representations perform differently in this context for different phoneme types: vowels
perform the best, and other segments, in particular dynamic segments such as affricates, perform
much worse in the secondary classifier (English et al. 2022), classification for obstruent sounds
have also been found to be worse than sonorant sounds (Ma et al. 2021).

From these probing studies, a few themes emerge. First of all, the studies that separate
out results for different phonetic categories find that there are differences based on phonetic
category. Vowels perform better than fricatives, and dynamic sounds such as affricates and stops
perform the worst. These differences align with previous work in other areas of phonetics and the
general understanding that some contrasts are easier to measure than others.

In addition to the general research goal of quantifying the importance of acoustic context
in phonetic representations, this experiment addresses an important consideration for the use of
neural networks as acoustic representations. Neural nets are known for being able to include
short- and long- distance dependencies in the representation, and have significant potential for
advancing acoustic measurement in linguistics. However, there has only been a small amount of
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work addressing how context is being incorporated into acoustic representations, in particular
across different contrasts. Given the focus in phonetics on local acoustic context, any research
incorporating neural network outputs into acoustic representations will require identifying and
accounting for the influence of context into phonetic representation.

3.2 Methodology
The study in this chapter will probe a neural net in order to address the question: How much does
contextual information improve discriminability across phonetic contrasts? The approach in this
study is to extract intermediate representations from a pre-trained variant of the wav2vec2.0
model for datasets that are identical except for the amount of acoustic context included in the
input to the model. A secondary model trained to classify for place of articulation within four
phonetic contrasts (vowels, nasals, stops, and fricatives) will identify differences in
discrimination across phonetic contrasts and amount of acoustic context.

3.2.1 Data and processing
The data used in this analysis is a subset of the CommonVoice corpus. The CommonVoice
(Ardilla et al. 2020) project is an open source data set, where volunteers record their speech into
a computer or phone by reading sentence prompts. VoxCommunis (Ahn and Chodroff 2022)
produced time aligned phone-level representations across a significant subset of the Common
Voice corpus using 38 languages by force-aligning and validating the sentence level
transcriptions.

The number of hours of languages in this dataset varies widely (from <1 to >100). In
previous literature (e.g. Vu et al. 2014, English et al 2022), a few hours (2-5 hours) of data
appears to be the target for previous probing experiments within a given language. The other
concern is that some segments are much more frequent than others, and this can result in
imbalanced classification scores in a secondary classification task. To balance classes for
phoneme frequency, 1000 tokens for each phoneme were randomly selected, and phonemes with
fewer tokens were excluded from the analysis. Languages where less than half of one or more
phonetic categories had sufficient tokens were excluded entirely from this set. This approach
explores effects across a broad set of languages in a relatively comparable set, without the impact
of frequency on the classification scores, although this means that some infrequent categories
will not be represented in the target sample, and this is an area for future consideration.

This study focuses on four major phonetic categories: vowels, fricatives, nasals, and
stops. These categories are typologically common and represent some key general types of
phonetic sounds. Vowels and nasals are both sonorant sounds, characterized by having resonant
frequencies in the vocal tract, while stops and fricatives are characterized by turbulent airflow. In
addition vowels and fricatives are relatively temporally stable sounds, while stops have more
dynamic articulation consisting of a closure and release and nasals also tend to rely more on
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context for perception. Table 3.1 gives each language used in this study and the number of

segments per category that met the criteria described here.
For each segment in the sample, a window centered around the midpoint of the target

segment was selected, where the size was determined by a ratio of the total duration of the
segment. This method prevented the model from incorporating any more than the intended
amount of acoustic information into the representation. The four window sizes are as follows
(illustrated in Figure 3.1):

- 50-percent- a window 50% the length of the segment centered around the
midpoint of the segment. This avoids portions of the segment where
coarticulatory influence from neighboring segments may be expected.

- 100-percent- a window including the entire segment, including those areas
expected to be influenced by neighboring segments.

- 150-percent- the entire segment and a small amount of segmental data on either
side. The total size of the window is 1.5x the length of the target segment.
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- 300-percent- entire segment and more data on either side- the total size of the
window is 3x the length of the target segment

This process results in a total of 16 conditions per language: 4 phonetic categories x 4 window
sizes in order to address how acoustic context affects representations.

3.2.2 Model and representation extraction
The model used in this study is wav2vec2-xlsr (Conneau et al. 2020), a multilingual version of
wav2vec 2.0 (Baevski et al. 2020). XLSR is a variant of the original wav2vec 2.0 architecture
trained on a multilingual dataset of 53 languages and fine-tuned on more multilingual data
including the Common Voice corpus, from which the data in this study originates. In the
fine-tuning step, weights for all layers are updated. This contrasts with the base version of the
wav2vec 2.0 model, where the majority of layers are frozen and only the final few layers are
updated in fine-tuning.

For each of the 16 conditions described above, representations were extracted from the
neural net model. Each audio sample was resampled to 16000 Hz to match with the expected
input of the model. Then the audio was passed through each of the layers of the model including
both the convolutional and transformer components, and all intermediate representations were
extracted. For each layer, the representation for the middle frame of each token was extracted in
order to identify how much additional context influences the most central representation of the
target segment. This also guarantees that there will be an equally sized resulting representation
for all tokens, regardless of the length of the original input. These representations were then
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passed to the secondary classifier to investigate the effect of context in different phonetic
categories.

3.2.3 Probing experiment
The overall focus of the probing task is to identify how well the representation performs in
assigning place of articulation within each contrast x window size condition. This takes the form
of a discrimination task that is performed within each condition.

The task in this study is pairwise classification for all phoneme pairs within each contrast.
Pairwise classification has been used elsewhere as a way to evaluate the quality of
representations for speech (Schutte 2009). This design is suited to multi-language comparison
because it controls for different numbers and types of phonetic contrasts within each language.

For each phonetic category, a smaller neural network was trained to perform pairwise
discrimination between all within-category pairs. High discriminability in the smaller window
size conditions suggests that there is enough information to show the difference between them
and supports the usefulness of phonetic representations for acoustic analysis. In particular, if
there are increasing scores with more context, then the role of contextual phonetic information is
indicated to be more important for this dataset, and if there are decreasing or level scores with
increasing context, then there is more support for using less acoustic context in phonetic analysis.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Effect of phonetic category
The results for each phonetic category in the discrimination task are given in Figure 3.2. In the
convolutional layers (0-6), there are two patterns of behavior across contrast types. Vowels and
fricatives see high accuracies even in the first layers of the model, and the accuracy begins to
level out towards the end of the convolutional layers. This suggests that the local features learned
by a convolutional architecture are quite good at picking up on differences within these two
categories. Nasals and stops on the other hand see overall lower accuracies in the convolutional
component of the neural network, and see a steady increase in accuracies across CNN layers,
with no leveling out towards the later layers. This suggests that the same types of local features
are less effective in distinguishing between these types of sounds.

Within the transformer layers (layers 7-30), there are different behaviors across phonetic
contrasts as well. Vowels and fricatives behave similarly and quickly reach a maximum point
early on in the transformer, with only a slight improvement over the convolutional module.
However stops and nasals see a much bigger benefit of the transformer, where they still have
overall lower accuracies than the other two categories, but see a bigger increase as a result of
adding layers of the transformer. Larger window sizes narrow the gap between the two sets of
contrasts. This suggests that dynamic segments do appear to require more acoustic context in
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order to have high discrimination relative to less dynamic segments, which will be discussed
further in the next section. Generally speaking, differences between different phonetic categories
support the idea that some categories are acoustically easier to distinguish than others, and
therefore it may be more difficult to derive concise phonetic representations for certain types of
phones.

3.3.2 Effect of window size
The other key manipulation in this study is the incorporation of different window size conditions.
Figure 3.3 shows the effect of window size across all phonetic categories. For the convolutional
module (left of the vertical line) there is essentially no difference between window sizes, which
is congruent with the structure of the module. Convolution is an architecture that specializes in
local features, and this approach indicates that the types of filters used in convolution are small
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enough that the acoustic material from outside the middle window of the segment does not make
it into the midpoint representation.

Context plays a larger role when it comes to the transformer layers to the right of the
figure. There is, across all contrasts, a consistent increase in accuracy across all layers with larger
window sizes. However, this also interacts with phonetic context. For vowels, window size has
the smallest effect on the results, while there is a slightly larger effect for fricatives, a larger
effect for stops, and the largest for nasals. This aligns with general observations about these
segments in the field: vowels typically have less acoustic measurements associated with
neighboring segments than fricatives, which have less than nasals.

These results suggest that acoustic context is more important in some phonetic contrasts
than others - with nasals it seems more useful than it is for fricatives and vowels, perhaps
because they already have plenty of acoustic information encoded in the segment itself. While
context is useful for these contrasts, it is still possible to differentiate within these categories to
some extent even without context. Different phonetic categories require different amounts of
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context in order to reach equal levels of discriminability, and this coincides with challenges in
the field to identify satisfying acoustic features for some phonetic categories, such as stops and
nasals, and supports the idea that the segment itself does not contain as much acoustic
information as other phonetic categories. Further development of good phonetic features, then,
will likely require at least some incorporation of context in order to achieve results equal to more
well-established acoustic methodology. This presents additional technical challenges to the field,
but also a significant opportunity to develop robust, generalizable phonetic features.

3.3.3 Transformer Layer 5
It appears from Figures 3.2 and 3.3 that the largest gains in discrimination are made in earlier
layers of the transformer. Figure 3.4 gives the aggregated pairwise results for transformer layer 5
across all conditions in the study. Lighter lines show the results for individual languages, while
the darker lines show aggregate values. The lighter lines, although there is some variation
between languages, show the same general trends across languages for window sizes - this
suggests that these representations are picking up on general acoustic features that are useful for
distinguishing between contrasts across all languages.
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At layer 5, both fricatives and vowels perform with approximately the same high
accuracy for all window sizes, suggesting that using the smallest window size is equally useful,
whereas for nasals and stops there is still a marked benefit in using the larger window sizes.
However, in the 300-percent window size condition, there is very similar performance across all
three categories. This suggests that if one is interested in a single definition of a representation
that works across all phonetic contrasts using this model, using the largest window at layer 5 is
sufficient and provides a starting point for further investigating acoustic representations. In the
next chapter, this neural representation will be quantitatively compared to traditional acoustic
features to form a baseline analysis of the performance of acoustic measurement.

3.4 Conclusion
This chapter investigated the role of acoustic context in improving pairwise discriminability
between phones in a multilingual dataset. The main result of this study is that there is a general
increase in discriminability across layers, up to a relatively early layer of the transformer.
Phonetic category does play a significant role in phone discrimination. In particular, if one
considers the difference between more static (vowels/fricatives) and more dynamic (stops/nasals)
sounds, it appears that context is required in different amounts in different contrasts, where some
amount of acoustic context seems necessary to get equally well performance on the more
dynamic categories.

Based on intuitions in the field, the order of discriminability, from high to low, is
predicted to be vowels, fricatives, stops, and finally nasals. So, therefore, the fact that fricatives
have comparable discriminability scores to vowels is interesting, because it highlights that
particularly for fricatives, there is ample acoustic information in the acoustic signal, but that
traditional acoustic approaches do not seem to adequately pick up on these differences.

Although the inputs had different window sizes, the representations used in evaluating
these conditions all used the midpoint representation, rather than some segment-averaged
approach. This means that the acoustic information of neighboring segments that is being
revealed in the 300-percent case is being incorporated into the midpoint representation. This
means that there is the opportunity for neighboring information to influence the representation
and it is important to consider when using neural net representations - longer range context that
may not be intended for use in the representation may be affecting the output representation in
ways that may have been underestimated previously.

In general, the point at which all three phonetic categories in this dataset experiment
converge is at the 300% window size and at layer 5 of the transformer. At this point, it seems
there is enough context and complexity for each of the phonetic categories to be well
represented. While this may be more complex than is necessary for fricatives and vowels, it
performs well even on nasals, which are traditionally difficult phonetic categories to describe
acoustically. Future work would include applying dimensionality reduction and visualization
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techniques to better understand how these representations might relate to common phonetic and
phonological properties.

Overall, these results suggest that without acoustic context, there is a ceiling for the
amount of information that can be held by representations, especially for certain types of sounds.
However, the majority of traditional phonetic representations do not include contextual
information, and this might partially explain the long-term struggle to define satisfying acoustic
features that capture relevant information in some phonetic categories, such as nasals. While it
poses technical, theoretical, and computational challenges, the results of this study emphasize the
need to find ways to treat speech as a dynamic process, and consider how context may be
incorporated into acoustic analysis and measurement in phonetics.
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Chapter 4: Quantifying the performance of
acoustic measures

4.1 Introduction
Current common practices in acoustic measurement, while effective, cover only a small portion
of the total phonetic variation of interest to the field (Chapter 2). While further development of
features is desirable, there are many potential avenues of innovation of new features. Chapter 1
established the near-infinite number of possible ways to derive features from speech, and the
most recent Chapter 3 established the importance of incorporating additional context to generate
meaningful representations, which further expands the number of possible avenues for
exploration. In order to have effective methodological advancement, however, it is important to
establish a systematic approach to identifying which approaches perform better than others.

Past approaches to feature comparisons have taken a few different forms, including
training a classifier to discriminate between categories using approaches such as discriminant
analysis (Adank et al. 2004; Jongman et al. 2000), logistic regression (Ghaffarvand and
Mahdinezhad 2020; Spinu et al. 2018; Styler 2017), or any of a vast number of classification
algorithms (Ulrich et al. 2021; Cassidy and Harrington 2004; Ma et al. 2021). A few studies
have also tested the model trained on the representation on an unseen subset of the data (e.g.
Spinu and Lilley 2016; Gendrot et al. 2019), which helps account for overtraining. Another way
to conceptualize the quality of a representation is that a good acoustic representation would aim
to minimize variance within a target category, and maximize the distance between categories.
This is implemented by comparing the distance in feature space between vs within the target
categories, most commonly with Euclidean distance (as in Jannedy and Weirich 2017), or with
perceptually-grounded distance metrics (e.g. Ghaemmaghami 1997).
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A final way to validate phonetic measures is to discuss how well the feature correlates
with a known benchmark. For example, Gradoville (2022) correlated between acoustic measures
and perceptual measures of /s/. This approach may also use an acoustic benchmark, such as
neural net representations and MFCCs (Shah et al. 2021), neural net representations and
formants Reira et al. 2023; Vu et al. 2014), and MFCCs and formants (Hughes et al. 2020). A
non-correlational ground truth benchmark of mutual information has also been applied to speech
representations (Gump et al. 2020). This approach is limited to phenomena that have an
established ground truth against which it can be compared.

Methodological research in phonetics has thus far been primarily concerned with
validating a measure in a specific context. While targeted approaches to acoustic measure
validation are useful for specific cases, the field lacks a broad benchmark to quantify
performance, which limits the ability to compare across different approaches and methodologies.
This chapter will present a design that can be applied to any acoustic measurement to evaluate
performance across four common phonetic categories: vowels, fricatives, stops, and nasals. This
single metric represents performance of the measure across multiple languages, speakers, and
phones and allows for a broad comparison of acoustic measurement.

4.2 Methodology

4.2.1 Data
This benchmark uses the same subset of the VoxCommunis corpus (Ahn and Chodroff 2022)
annotations to the CommonVoice Corpus (Ardilla et al. 2020) as described in Chapter 3. A few
additional considerations for the dataset as it applies to a broader metric of phonetic
discriminability performance are described below:

The CommonVoice corpus is a crowdsourced project where volunteers record reading an
sentence at a time. These recordings can be made under a variety of conditions, including
recording environment and microphone quality, and speakers can choose to contribute as much
or as little data to the corpus as they would like. Because of the type of stimuli used, there are
relatively few tokens per speaker, and very little control of the surrounding context.
Traditionally, high-variability datasets pose a challenge for phonetic measurements by
introducing noise in the resulting measurements. However, this is not necessarily an issue for the
metric described here. In contrast, a set of measurements that scores high on this task despite
variability in the data is also likely to be robust to contextual and inter-speaker variation, a
desirable trait in a good phonetic feature.

The other consideration for this dataset is that the data are stored in the compressed .mp3
format. Although .mp3 is a common format, due to the method of compression there can be
expected to be some decrease in the acoustic quality. In contrast, an uncompressed format such
as .wav is most commonly used in linguistics and is usually the gold standard for acoustic
phonetics research. However, .mp3 is very common in machine learning and speech research,
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and most large multilingual datasets such as CommonVoice use the .mp3 format, so developing
methods that are compatible with these data types is essential to be able to engage productively
with these datasets. While there can be some loss of acoustic data quality based on the fact that
the data were stored in this format, performing well in these conditions would be another
desirable trait in a phonetic feature.

The corpus in its entirety includes time-aligned data from 36 languages, most of which
have at least two hours of total speech from >20 speakers. The benchmark uses a subset of 17
languages that have at least 1000 tokens per segment for the majority of segments in each
phonetic contrast under study (the same procedure as is detailed in Chapter 3). This is to allow
for enough data to understand how that category works acoustically, and, because of the high
variation in the dataset, having a number of tokens per segment will be important to establish the
acoustic characteristics of the sound. In order to reduce the effect of frequency and class
imbalance in the dataset, a 1000-token sample of each segment was randomly selected. This
allows for the performance metric to not be biased towards one class because it is much more
frequent. Since the goal of this study design is to understand which acoustic measures perform
reasonably well in phonetic analysis, a (relatively) small number of tokens more closely
approximates the type of data that would likely be the subject of phonetic analysis, as opposed to
using all available data.

The advantage of this dataset is the large amount of data, and the broad coverage of a
large number of languages and speakers relative to other similar datasets. One consideration for
this dataset is that the forced-alignment approach of sentence level transcription may make the
analysis a little more challenging. While the languages included in VoxCommunis are
orthographically relatively transparent, there can be expected to be some acoustic variation that
may be phonetically or phonologically meaningful, but has the same orthographic label, which
will introduce some noise to the dataset. In addition, while 17 is a large number of languages
relative to comparable multilingual studies, it is still a relatively small sample relative to the total
range of language variation, and expanding this dataset would be a worthwhile further endeavor
in this line of research.

4.2.2 Phonetic contrasts
The primary purpose of this study is to provide a broad understanding of the quality of current
and new acoustic representations in phonetics. To that end, this study will focus on four phonetic
categories that capture a broad range of sounds in phonetics: vowels, fricatives, stops, and nasals.

Vowels: Vowels have by far the most well-defined acoustic methods, and vowels are well
understood from a theoretical, perceptual, and articulatory perspective. Vowel quality is also a
central feature of both experimental and descriptive phonetics, and increasingly commonly
studied in the field. Historically vowels have been the easiest category to capture acoustically,
and conventional methods can be expected to perform the best on vowels.
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Fricatives: Fricatives are a fairly temporally stable sound that have a robust, common
measurement approach in common practice (spectral moments). Unlike vowels, the
interpretation of spectral moments, and their efficacy in determining the differences between
more similar fricatives, is still not well understood (discussed further in Chapter 1). In the survey
in Chapter 2, fricatives were the most commonly studied consonant category, indicating a strong
interest in quantitative comparison.

(Oral) Stops:Measurement strategies for stops look very similar to those for nasals - the main
difference being that they have two distinct phases to articulation, closure and release. Since the
closure period is near-silence, acoustic measurements for stops are typically made in the
surrounding acoustic material, and measurements made during the stop burst look very similar to
those for fricatives. Thus, stops give a good understanding of how acoustic measures work in a
more dynamic, obstruent-type phonetic category.

Nasals: Nasal stops have long posed an issue for acoustic measurement due to their different
articulatory and acoustic properties to other phonetic categories (discussed in Chapter 1). In the
survey presented in Chapter 2, there are very few studies that consider nasals, even though they
are typologically common. The studies that did primarily relied on non-acoustic approaches to
measurement rather than acoustic approaches. This lack of established acoustic methodology
represents an open question in the acoustic phonetic methodology, and finding acoustic measures
that perform well on these categories are more likely to perform well in general.

Focusing this analysis on these phonetic categories will form a baseline understanding of
the quality of acoustic parameterizations across major acoustic types of sounds, including more
sonorant and more obstruent sounds, and more dynamic and more static sounds. There is also
variation in how well established best practices in acoustic measurement are for the field. These
categories are also relatively typologically common, and have a reasonable number of contrasts
within each category, which means it is possible to test these contrasts across a much greater
range of languages. In order to properly test how general these features are, multiple speakers
and multiple languages will be tested in the study, and, given the variability of corpus data, it is
important to have a large number of tokens per each contrast to account for variation and noise in
the data.

4.2.3 Acoustic measures
The goal of this study is to establish a general framework against which any set of acoustic
representations can be compared. However, as a starting place, this chapter will present the
following sets of representations to compare in this analysis:

Formants: Formants are a common approach to any sonorant-type analysis, and the most
common acoustic measures used in any sonorant sound. In this case, the first four formants were
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extracted for all segments in the dataset. Measurements for formants were taken both at the
midpoint and as an average across the entire segment, resulting in two points for comparison.
While traditionally formants are not a measure considered appropriate for non-sonorant segments
such as fricatives, it is mathematically possible to derive potentially meaningful peaks in the
spectrum through the same analysis, so this approach was applied to all phonetic contrasts in the
study.

Spectral moments: Spectral moments are the default method for use in the analysis of fricatives,
but have also been extended to other sounds (explored further in Chapter 1). This analysis
extracted the first four spectral moments on the whole-segment spectrum using a low-pass filter
at 300 Hz in order to prevent fundamental frequency from having a large impact in the shape of
the spectrum, following the methodology in Rao and Shaw (2022).

MFCC: The third type of features tested is mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). These
are the most common representations used in speech recognition (Bhatt et al 2020). There are
several variations on the implementation (some are discussed in Ganchev (2005)), but the basic
premise is to make a spectrum on the mel scale (a perceptual scale of frequency) and then further
transform it. This method has also been used in linguistics for vowels (Ferragne and Pellegrino
2010; Bailly and Martin 2014) and fricatives (Spinu and Lilley 2016). Perceptual work has also
found a correlation between perceptual distance of MFCCs to perceived spectral shape
(Terasawa et al 2012). MFCCs here are included as a more comprehensive acoustic
characterization of the segments in this study.

Neural net representation: The final representation compared here is a neural network hidden
layer representation. Neural networks that take waveforms as direct input have become very
popular in recent years, and the intermediate representation that they generate has been explored
for speech. For this analysis, the hidden layer representation from one layer (layer 5) of the
Wav2vec2-XLSR53 model (Conneau et al. 2021) will be used as a point of comparison using the
methodology described in Chapter 3.

4.2.4 Benchmark metric
Comparison of these measures will focus on performance of this model on a general phonetic
classification task. The goal here is to determine how the model performs in a classification task
across multiple languages given potentially significant variation: there are many speakers,
different microphone/recording qualities, and because of noise expected in force-aligned data.

The classification approach that is taken here is a binary pairwise classification task
within each phonetic category under study. For example, if a language has a three-way vowel
contrast a-i-u, then there would be three different comparisons: a-i, a-u, i-u. While multiclass
classification (as in English et al. 2022) is the most common approach, pairwise classification
has also been used in evaluating acoustic representations (Schutte 2009). Pairwise classification
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is suited to the multilingual evaluation context in that it does not depend on inventory size of
contrast. In addition, while 1000 tokens is a large amount in phonetics, the larger the number of
comparisons of a multiclass classification approach, the more data is needed in order to
differentiate between all potential classes. While pairwise classification is a less common task in
descriptive phonetic analysis, this approach is likely to give a broad understanding of relative
performance of acoustic measures across multiple languages and phonetic categories. The
pairwise classification algorithm used here is Random Forest, a common approach currently used
in the field for discrimination analyses (e.g. Villareal et al. 2020), tend to be robust to overfitting,
and are able to capture nonlinear relationships between variables.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Evaluation on multilingual dataset
The results for pairwise within-category classification aggregated across all languages for each
phonetic contrast is given in Figure 4.1. Conventional acoustic features (spectral moments and
formants) show fairly similar results in terms of aggregated accuracies. Spectral moments are
slightly advantageous for fricatives and stops, while formants perform slightly better for vowels
and nasals. This aligns with qualitative intuitions in the field - phoneticians tend to use formants
for sonorant sounds and spectral moments for obstruent ones. Overall, there is also a higher
baseline on these measures for vowels and fricatives than for stops and nasals, which also aligns
with intuitions that these categories are easier to measure with conventional practices in the field.
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Within conventional features, there are two distinct patterns in the sonorant vs obstruent
types of sounds included in this study. Spectral moments perform better on fricatives and stops,
while formants perform better on vowels and nasals. Spectral moments are a global measurement
of the overall shape of the spectrum, while formants are local measures of significant
frequencies. The spectra of vowels are of similar overall shapes, where key differences are
shown by small differences in the location of spectral peaks. The location of peaks is something
that spectral moments wouldn’t be sensitive to, so it makes sense that a global measure wouldn’t
accurately capture these features.

The results here align with general intuitions of the use of phonetic measurements in
conventional acoustic features: formants work best for vowels and moments best for fricatives.
The fact that the quantitative findings here align with the general intuitions regarding these
methodologies in the field suggest that this approach is capable of capturing the relative quality
of different acoustic representations for representing different phonetic contrasts.

MFCCs perform better than traditional phonetic features for fricatives, nasals, and stops.
This indicates that there is additional acoustic information within the segment that is not captured
by conventional acoustic measures and that contributes to higher classification accuracies.
However, for vowels there is not an increase, which indicates that formants are equally good as a
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much more complex representation for indicating the difference between the phonetic contrasts
of interest. This highlights that formants are a uniquely useful measurement specifically for
capturing the key acoustic features of vowels.

The final measurement strategy under consideration for this study is a representation
taken from the hidden layer of a neural net. This approach is a powerful, complex, and high
dimensional representation and there is an increase in accuracy for all four contrast types, almost
to maximum accuracy. This means that if given a complex representation with access to context,
it is possible to have near perfect discrimination between the phonetic categories in this study.
The most dramatic increases are in stops and nasals, which are the categories in the study that
can be most expected to rely on dynamic properties and neighboring acoustic context.

4.3.2 Phonetic similarity and classification
One of the discussions around phonetic features is whether they are sufficiently sensitive to
distinguish between fine-grained phonetic differences. The mel frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) have been used as a way to generally quantify phonetic distance (e.g. Gerosa et al.
2006). In this case the MFCC representational distance between the two items in each pair is
correlated with accuracy of each feature set. All distance values were z-score normalized by
language in order to prevent one dimension from dominating the distance metric. A positive
correlation would indicate that more phonetic distance results in more accuracy, and that more
similar comparisons have lower accuracy.

The results are given in Figure 4.2. For formants, moments, and MFCCs, there is a
correlation between phonetic distance and accuracy. This means that the representations are
picking up on meaningful phonetic differences between the sounds - it is easier to discriminate
between two segments that are phonetically farther apart. However, this also means that the
measurement may not be sensitive enough to capture differences between more phonetically
similar sounds. In addition, for these three measures, nasals have a distinctly less strong
correlation than any of the other categories. Nasals also have a much smaller range of phonetic
distances as measured by MFCC distance. This suggests that nasals are uniquely difficult to
characterize acoustically because any acoustic differences between them within the segment are
very subtle.

The neural net representation has a slightly different profile. Although there are still
generally correlations between phonetic distance and accuracy, the baseline for all of these
comparisons are much higher. Here, accuracy is high, even when phonetic distance is low. This
is a desirable trait because often very subtle acoustic differences are of interest in phonetic
analysis, and suggests that the model is able to pick up on subtle differences that may be of
interest to the model.
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4.3.3 Behavior across common phonetic categories
Another question is how these parameterizations behave in the context of specific phonetic
comparisons. This analysis took common contrasts for two phonetic categories that have the
most well established acoustic measurement methodology: fricatives and vowels, and inspected
how accuracy varied across different phonetic features.

Figure 4.3 compares spectral moments and wav2vec2 for fricatives. Moments (left) do
particularly well at distinguishing between non-coronal and coronal fricatives. However, in terms
of distinguishing within coronal fricatives, or distinguishing between/within non-coronal
fricatives, moments do not perform as well. In contrast, wav2vec2 (right), while still performing
well on coronal/non-coronal comparisons, also has higher accuracies for comparing between
back fricatives and within coronal fricatives. However wav2vec2 also has relatively low
accuracies in distinguishing between some fricative pairs that also seem more difficult with
spectral moments, suggesting that these sounds are very similar to each other and are generally
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hard to distinguish between. Even in these cases, baseline accuracy for wav2vec2 is higher than
spectral moments, indicating that there is some advantage to the more complex representation.

Figure 4.4 compares the differences between midpoint formants and wav2vec2 for vowels. For
formants and wav2vec2, there is a general lower classifications once again between more similar
categories, in particular within front and back vowels. While wav2vec2 shows an overall
improvement over the overall accuracies, these relative patterns appear largely the same. This
highlights again the fact that conventional acoustic features pick up on important acoustic cues,
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and that sounds that are difficult to distinguish between for traditional features are simply
difficult to distinguish between in general.

4.4 Conclusion
This study presents a design that can be used to quantitatively compare the relative performance
of different acoustic measures on a multilingual dataset applied to four common and acoustically
informative phonetic categories. Performance on the task coincides with trends and intuitions in
the field in terms of acoustic parameterizations.
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Vowels are well-captured by formants, which is in line with previous work, and only sees
a small improvement in the use of more maximal features. Fricatives, which have been the
subject of recent methodological discussion and are conventionally measured by spectral
moments, see significant improvements in classification with less traditional approaches, which
suggests that the current accepted method is not as sensitive to the necessary acoustic
differences. Nasals and stops are more difficult to distinguish between then other phonetic
contrasts, in keeping with the general intuition in the field about these sounds. However, given
sufficient complexity in the acoustic representation, it is possible to achieve high classification
accuracy on these categories.

In particular, the only approach studied here that produced high results across all phonetic
categories under study is the neural nets approach. Most strikingly, this approach was able to
differentiate equally well and with high accuracy in pairwise comparisons across all phonetic
categories.

Future directions for this work would be to extend this design to other phonetic categories
or phenomena of interest. Less common phonetic categories may not be represented across all
languages, resulting in less data and therefore less good estimates of how well a measure
captures phonetic information in the data. Extending this approach to apply to datasets pertaining
to specific phenomena of interest (where there may be less categories available, or less data) is
also a worthwhile further extension of this analysis, and would allow for a more complete
understanding of the overall phonetic environment.

Another further direction of interest is language sensitivity. Because different models are
being trained for each pairwise comparison, it is not clear how each language might be using the
same phonetic measures in a different way to capture the contrast. While this does not affect the
overall question of feature performance, this extension would afford an opportunity to further
understand how phonetic contrasts might be realized across languages.

The benchmark design presented here can be used to systematically compare and
evaluate the performance of any type of acoustic measurement across a large number of phonetic
contrasts. This metric can give objective insight into how well a measure captures acoustic
information, and can be included with other strategies to aid in acoustic measurement selection
in the field.
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Chapter 5: Towards the future of acoustic
representations

5.1 Introduction
The previous chapters of this dissertation have focused on understanding the current state of
phonetic representations in the field. Chapter 1 identified the common numerical approaches to
acoustic phonetic representations and outlined the vast number of approaches that have and can
be taken to parameterize speech in linguistics. Chapter 2 investigated trends in the usage of
phonetic measures, noting that measurements appear to be dominated by a small number of
popularized methods, and that the kinds of contrast that are studied may be partially driven by
the kinds of methods that are available. This chapter also presented evidence that indicated that
there is lopsided confidence in the methods associated with different phonetic categories, in
particular a lower confidence in consonant measures relative to vowels.

Chapters 3 and 4 explored current approaches to phonetic representations in a
quantitative way. Chapter 3 found that acoustic context is not necessary for discrimination within
vowels and fricatives, but is beneficial for stops and nasals. Chapter 4 presented a methodology
for developing a benchmark that quantitatively compared the performance of acoustic measures
across several phonetic contrasts. The results indicated very different profiles in how well
conventional acoustic feature representations discriminate between phonemic contrasts. Of five
representations that were compared, a neural net-based representation outperforms any
traditional phonetic representation, and is the only representation that is able to perform similarly
well across all phonetic contrasts of interest, particularly showing high performance on nasals
and stops.

One of the key findings of this dissertation is that further development of acoustic
measurement methodology is a significant area of future research. However, there is much
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guidance to be found in the existing landscape of acoustic phonetic analysis in terms of what to
look for in a good phonetic measurement. The following section synthesizes three properties that
emerge as important to the adoption of a good phonetic representation, and should be centered in
any discussion of new and alternative acoustic phonetic measurements.

5.2 A framework for evaluating acoustic measures
Based on the qualitative and quantitative analysis of the current state and trends of the field in
this dissertation, the following three properties appear to be essential to a good phonetic feature:

1. Performance: It captures relevant variation and minimizes irrelevant variation.
2. Interpretability: It can be interpreted in a meaningful way for researchers, for example

by being related to articulatory, perceptual, or acoustic theory.
3. Accessibility: It can be reasonably implemented given the tools available. A way to

communicate the differences between phonetic groups of interest is available.

5.2.1 Performance
Performance for an acoustic measure may vary depending on context- the types of variation that
are relevant and irrelevant may be partially dependent on the specific research question. A
common formulation of this would be: The ideal correlate would be sensitive to perceptible,
linguistically meaningful variation and insensitive to variation based on phonetic context,
languages, speakers, and methodology.

The quantitative evaluation method described in Chapter 4, which was used to evaluate
the performance of acoustic measures, gives a methodology by which to quantify performance
into a single informative metric. Quantifying performance provides a clear, transparent method
for choosing which acoustic features to use in an analysis. In addition, because of how the
dataset used for that study was collected, results are by nature robust to variation from sources
such as recording device and environment, phonetic context, and speaker. So, therefore, if a
measure performs well under these conditions, it can be expected to perform well under a variety
of conditions.

This metric is a strong initial approach to quantifying performance, but there is also room
to further refine this metric in future work. While the phonetic contrasts evaluated in that study
represent a relatively broad set of phonetic contrasts and languages, there are many phonetic
phenomena of interest and comparisons that are not directly represented in the study design so
far, including subphonemic or less common phonetic category representations. In addition, while
a relatively small subset of the total possible dataset was used in the analysis, expanding this to a
larger number of languages, but smaller number of tokens would improve typological breadth.
This metric also requires significant computational power to calculate, given the many
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comparisons and models involved. This may present another barrier to using this tool. Further
development of this performance metric with a focus on a specific, balanced range of contrasts
with minimal computational overhead will continue to refine this metric for future applications
and easier use.

5.2.2 Interpretability
Interpretability, while harder to quantify, is another property that is key for scientific utility of an
acoustic measure. Representations that don’t additionally give insight into properties of interest
of the sound have limited utility in phonetic research. The most desirable form of interpretability
is to be able to relate the numbers in the representation to specific phonetic properties. For
example, formants can be related to tongue position for many vowel categories. However, this
type of interpretability is costly to develop and is only valid for a narrow slice of the acoustic
space. In addition, for some acoustic properties, the articulatory relationship may not be as
straightforward.

Another form of interpretability is a correlation between the representation and a more
well-understood measure, such as the correlation between PCA measures and F1/F2 in vowels
(Leinonen 2008), or between synthetic stimuli with known values and the acoustic representation
(Choi and Yeo 2022). Perception measures can also be used, such as the correlation between
perceived lenition and the acoustic measurements to validate their proposed feature (Bolyanatz
and Brogan 2021), and between /s/ features and acoustic parameters (Gradoville et al. 2022). The
benchmarks can also be articulatory, such as the correlation between Center of Gravity and
electropalatography (Tabain 2001).

While correlational approaches to interpretability are useful, they are ultimately less
satisfying in terms of grounding our interpretation of the representation scientifically.
Interpretability is difficult to quantify - it’s more of a qualitative assessment of how well a
phonetic measure matches with the expectation based on the current understanding of the theory,
and very few acoustic measures today have satisfying levels of phonetic interpretability.
When thinking about exploring future phonetic features, one approach is to design
representations with interpretability as a primary goal, rather than as an afterthought. This would
increase the likelihood of developing effective acoustic measurements that are transparent and
interpretable.

A final form of interpretability might relate the numbers back to the original acoustic
signals - for example the coefficients of a DCT can be reconstructed into an approximation of the
original signal. This approach does not require significant theoretical development and has the
advantage of being broadly applicable across different phonetic categories. In addition, linguists
are already accustomed to interpreting speech representations such as spectrograms and
generating meaningful insights from these sources.
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With this in mind, I will define an interpretable feature as something that either it can be
directly related to other phonetic properties or related to a familiar acoustic representation of
speech such as the waveform, spectrum, or spectrogram that can be interpreted.

5.2.3 Accessibility
Accessibility means generally the ease with which it is possible to use a particular
parameterization. This includes the process of deriving the features - does the method require
paid software? How transparent is the analysis process? Are there references in the field that
describe the methodology in detail? What kind of technical knowledge is required in order to
extract and analyze the features? In particular, the technical requirement of features is something
to consider, and any feature extraction method needs to be accessible. Issues relating to technical
knowledge (e.g. programming skills) necessary to extract the representation can be bridged by
developing software tools or scripts that extract the representations of interest, and documenting
the use of these systems. However, other issues are less easily surmounted, such as the amount of
data necessary to use to the tool, or high computational resource requirements. The approach
taken here for accessibility is based on the threshold reached by commonly used methods in the
field - if it is possible to develop a script that can take a typical TextGrid/ WAV combination and
generate the representations for future analysis.

This three-part definition of a good acoustic measurement can be used to critically
evaluate the usage of current acoustic measures in the field. Formants are interpretable,
accessible and perform well. In addition, they have a robust history of being able to capture
differences in the field. Spectral moments are not sensitive enough or interpretable, but they are
accessible. Voice quality measurements (H1-H2) have high performance, are partially
interpretable, and are accessible. From this perspective, accessibility appears to be a driving
factor, followed by interpretability and sensitivity - if it is impossible to implement a measure,
then it won’t be used enough to establish the other two properties.

The first property is related to the quantitative ability of the representation to capture
phonetic contrasts, while the latter two are more related to the qualities that are necessary in
order to use the method for scientific inquiry in phonetics. Within this framework, methods that
may be excellent in terms of quantitatively discriminating between contrasts will still not be used
if they can’t be interpreted. In contrast, a method that is interpretable/accessible may be used
even if it is less able to quantitatively capture the patterns observed in the data. In order to
holistically evaluate phonetic representations, it is necessary to consider each of these three
properties, rather than a single aspect of the representation.

Chapters 3 and 4 considered neural networks as an approach to phonetic representation.
In terms of the framework presented here, this type of representation scored the highest when it
comes to performance, but it is not a particularly accessible measure to the broader scientific
community. In addition, these methods are not interpretable, given the current state of
interpretability of this model. So it makes sense why, despite being popular in many adjacent
fields of acoustics, neural nets have not caught on in phonetics.
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5.3 The future of acoustic representations: interpretable
machine learning
The current set of acoustic measures popular in phonetics, while useful for specific high-impact
phenomena of interest, represent only a small slice of the vast amount of phenomena of scientific
interest to the field. As a result, it seems that exploring additional methods of acoustic
description is necessary for advancing phonetic research. In particular, for some categories,
incorporating acoustic context and more complex patterns seems necessary to adequately
characterize their acoustic properties. Machine learning approaches such as neural networks are
well positioned to serve that purpose, but the framework of evaluating acoustic representations
described in 5.2 emphasizes that interpretability and accessibility are perhaps more important
than quantitative performance in terms of having high quality acoustic representations, and must
be considered from the outset in designing approaches.

In particular, a challenge for machine learning approaches to acoustic representations is
interpretability. Quantifying interpretability has also been taken in the machine learning context-
by feeding controlled stimuli to the algorithm and study the impact of the output on the
organization of the representations (Choi and Yeo 2022), occluding parts of the signal (Ferragne
et al. 2019), correlating to other activations (Zhou et al. 2023) or correlating to acoustic features
(Riera et al. 2019). This indirect investigation gives some insight, but given the high degree of
complexity in the representation, cannot be expected to capture the total range of possible
variation in the data.

While it is still possible to account for interpretability after the fact to some degree, other
attempts to establish interpretability in the field have not yet proven satisfactory enough to be
taken as a definitive interpretation of the representation. For example, despite having significant
research into the post-hoc interpretability of spectral moments, the interpretation of each of the
components of the representation are not widely understood. In contrast, other popular
parameterizations such as formants can be related back to an easily visualized relationship
between the signal and the number. From these kinds of representations, jumping to the much
less interpretable representation of neural nets means accepting a large reduction in
interpretability.

Another way to approach interpretability is to investigate machine learning approaches
where it is possible to relate the features back to significant elements of the original speech
signal. For example, some deep learning approaches use whole-spectrogram input, which is a
natural evolution from the template matching approach from previous decades (discussed in
Chapter 1). In this case, it is possible to treat the spectrogram as essentially an image and
therefore leverage models and techniques developed in computer vision, which has been used
with some success in clustering (Hajarolasvadi and Demirel 2019) and deep learning approaches
(Gong et al. 2022). Some work has also focused on deriving local features from spectrograms
(e.g. Denis et al. 2013, Schutte 2009). The following section outlines one such type of model
with potential to contribute to the advancement of acoustic representations in phonetics.
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5.3.1 The Audio Spectrogram Transformer
The Audio Spectrogram Transformer (AST) (Gong et al. 2021) is a transformer architecture that
has been developed recently for use in audio classification. A characteristic of this architecture is
that it is purely attention based, with no convolutional component, which is a departure from
other audio models. Some key properties of this model that make it of interest for acoustic
phonetic representations are:

Input: The (mel) spectrogram. The feature extraction component of this model computes the mel
spectrogram of the data. The mel transformation of the spectrogram is a common perceptual
contribution used frequently in speech, and is based on filterbanks meant to mimic the relative
importance of different frequencies for human auditory perception. This spectrogram is then used
as the input to the transformer, and gives a visually interpretable input data type. This particular
model used 12 mel bins for the spectrogram in the frequency domain, but a more fine-grained
approach may be more appropriate to the phonetic task of classification.

Training data: The base form of this model is trained on the AudioSet dataset (Gemmeke et al.
2017). This dataset is based on a task for classifying 10-second clips of audio in terms of broad
acoustic category (e.g. chirp, bell, whistle, sigh, speech). This is not trained specifically on
speech recognition type tasks, and the timescale of the audio that is being used is much longer
than typically for speech. The specific model reported here was fine-tuned on the speech
commands v2 dataset (Warden 2018). This dataset has a limited vocabulary of English speech
commands, which is closer to the target type of data that is common in phonetics, but is still
significantly limited relative to the types of multilingual data that is frequently used in other
models applied to speech.

Architecture: The key innovation of this model over other similar acoustic neural net models is
the use of attention rather than convolution (or a combination of both). Popular transformer
models such as wav2vec2 (Baevski et al. 2020) have a convolutional component followed by a
transformer component. The introduction of convolutions prior to the attention component in that
case means that it is more difficult to relate the weighted attention back to the original signal.
The AST architecture has 12 transformer layers, with 12 attention heads in each layer - a total of
144 attention heads. Another feature of the attention-only mechanism is that it is possible to
mask different attention heads for attention layers. The two points above taken together mean
that the weighted attention maps can be mapped back onto the original spectrogram relatively
easily. While this means that individual feature values cannot necessarily be related to
components of the spectrogram, it is possible to get an overall visual impression of which parts
of the spectrogram are influencing the representation. In addition, the complexity of the model
can be reduced by masking attention heads, resulting in a much smaller model. Thus, it may be
possible to reduce the complexity of the model by pruning attention heads, therefore resulting in
a simpler but still effective representation.
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5.3.2 Evaluating the AST as a phonetic representation
Given, based on the description above, that the Audio Spectrogram Transformer is a candidate
for useful, interpretable phonetic representation, it is possible to evaluate the AST representation
within the framework established in this chapter for determining a high-quality acoustic feature.

Performance: Figure 5.1 gives the results for the performance metric described in Chapter 4 for
all four window sizes and phonetic categories in the dataset from Chapter 3. For fricatives and
vowels, there are relatively high classification rates across the first three window sizes in the
data. Both categories reach a maximum accuracy of around 90%. Nasals and stops see an
increase in classification rates across the first three window sizes, with a maximum accuracy
around 150-percent window size.

Unlike the previous neural net architecture used, there is no advantage of using the largest
window size. This may be because the proportion of the signal that is relevant for classification
(the phonetic contrast) is a smaller part of the data when using fixed-width spectrogram input as
is leveraged in this study. Rather in this case, the context with the highest accuracy across all
phonetic contrasts is 150%, which includes the entire segment and a small amount of information
on either side.

Overall, the results for this model fall somewhere between MFCCs and wav2vec2 when
compared to the results from Chapter 4. AST-based representations are not the most sensitive,
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but given that the model has much less direct training on speech, and no multilingual input, it
seems likely that the performance of the representations will increase if the model is fine-tuned
on multilingual phonetic input. In addition, this model is able to achieve good accuracy with
significantly less model complexity - just six transformer layers, rather than 12 total layers as
was the case for the previous neural model in Chapters 3 and 4.

Interpretability: The main potential advantage of this approach to neural nets would be a more
interpretable approach to phonetic differences. The main part of this interpretability would be in
visualizing how attention maps highlight which parts of the spectrogram are used in the analysis.
While a full treatment of interpretability of this model is outside the scope of this dissertation,
this section will briefly explore the directions possible here.

The structure of the model means that it is possible to visualize the attention of the model
as mapped onto the input data. These attention maps can be visualized to show which part of the
signal is having the most influence over the representation at that point of the model. The figures
below compare the original spectrogram to the attention maps for each attention head in layer 6
of the model. Figure 5.2 gives the attention maps for an utterance of /f/ and Figure 5.3 gives the
same values for an utterance of /s/.

Each attention head in both figures appears to be primarily concerned with a very specific
part of the signal, which suggests that it may be possible to pinpoint the influence of relatively
subtle parts of the signal to speech. Also, because of attention, there are no locality restrictions
on context. The attention maps between the two different fricatives are qualitatively very similar
to each other, but there is a difference in the values associated with the attention map for head 5-
this has the highest activation in lower frequencies of the frication in /f/, and highest activation in
high frequency frication in /s/. This is also an area where one might expect to see differences
when qualitatively analyzing the spectrograms as a trained phonetician. This provides a
qualitative alignment of which parts of the spectrogram are driving any representational
differences between the two sounds.

That this kind of visualization of attention maps provides a level of intuitive
interpretability that may make these models a viable source of acoustic representations,
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especially since interpreting spectrograms has been a long standing tradition in the field. In
addition, these approaches are still compatible with the many indirect probing techniques
typically used for understanding the inner workings of neural network-based representations. In
addition, it is possible to entirely mask certain attention heads and therefore their input into a
given layer of the representation. This affords a degree of fine-grained control over the
complexity of the representation that is a potential avenue for fruitful future investigation.
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Accessibility:While working with neural networks can be an intimidating prospect, there are a
number of packages and tools designed to disseminate pre-trained models in a way such that a
script + time-aligned audio paradigm can be reasonably developed to meet that standard for
accessibility. If the model needs to be further trained or fine-tuned, the requirements for data and
computational power do go up. However, the fine-tuned model can then be shared in the same
way as a pre-trained model, meaning that technical burden does not need to be assumed by the
end user. Thus, while this method doesn’t currently match the criteria of accessibility, it is
possible to develop the tools to support this method such that it is more generally accessible as
an acoustic measurement strategy.

5.4 Conclusion
The overall goal of this dissertation was to understand the landscape of phonetic features and
propose directions for productive future development in this area. First, this dissertation outlined
the common categories of acoustic measures conventionally used in the field (Chapter 1) and
compared this scope of possibility to actual usage (Chapter 2). This analysis revealed a pattern of
interest and potential concern to the field: phonetic categories with established quantitative
methodologies are more frequently studied than those without. In particular, interesting but less
frequent consonant contrasts see very little quantitative research, and qualitative methods still are
very common in less commonly studied phonetic contrasts. These findings highlight the need for
further development of robust acoustic methodology in the field.

This dissertation then turned to ways of quantifying performance of acoustic
measurements in the field. First, this necessitated the development of a multilingual benchmark
dataset that can be used as a testing ground to compare different acoustic representations. Using
this benchmark dataset, this dissertation investigated two questions. First, Chapter 3 quantified
the role of contextual information in a highly complex acoustic representation, and the
methodology was broadened into a general benchmark design that can be applied to any set of
acoustic representations to quantify performance. The results of these chapters highlighted the
importance of considering how the acoustic properties of different phonetic categories may
influence performance of acoustic methodologies, and suggest that a representation that contains
at least some local contextual information may be necessary in order to achieve satisfactory
performance in some acoustic categories.

The final section of this dissertation (Chapter 5) distills these findings into a concrete set
of recommendations for future design and evaluation of acoustic representations in the field:
performance, interpretability, and accessibility. In particular, this section highlighted the benefit
of explicitly considering these properties when designing new acoustic representations in
phonetics. The current landscape of phonetic parameters makes it clear that both interpretability
and quantitative performance need to be balanced in exploring phonetic representations. The
architecture explored here - the Audio Spectrogram Transformer- appears to balance both
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interpretability and sensitivity, and has significant potential to improve in both dimensions
through pruning of attention heads and fine-tuning on a more specifically tuned task.

The AST model presented here is one of many transformer architectures that could be
leveraged to improve acoustic measurements in the field. In particular, the visual interpretability
of the attention heads demonstrate the potential for constructing features that can be to some
extent related back to the original acoustic information. More generally, designing features with
interpretability in mind can help guide development in the field to yield useful and usable
acoustic measures. As computational methods continue to evolve, a deep understanding of the
priorities for designing new acoustic features will help to focus future research on areas of high
potential benefit to the field.
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